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Abstract

Explaining the nature of extragalactic fast radio bursts (FRBs) has puzzled astro-
physicists since 2007. In this thesis, we introduce the CHIME/FRB instrument, an FRB
search engine that could solve this puzzle through FRB population studies. We explore
CHIME/FRB science results, with an emphasis on the FRB-galaxy correlation. First, we
formulate a framework for characterizing FRBs (e.g. by constraining their redshift and
host dispersion measure distributions) through angular cross-correlations with large-scale
structure. Using this machinery we model, forecast and simulate the FRB-galaxy correla-
tion for two distinct FRB models. Then, we apply this technique to real data, using the
first CHIME/FRB catalog along with five photometric redshift catalogs of galaxies. Com-
puting the FRB-galaxy cross power spectrum, we find a statistically significant (p-value
∼ 10−4, accounting for look-elsewhere factors) cross-correlation between CHIME FRBs
and galaxies in the redshift range 0.3 . z . 0.5. The strength and angular scale of the
cross-correlation are consistent with an order-one fraction of CHIME FRBs being in this
redshift range, and in the same dark matter halos as the survey galaxies. Finally, we
find statistical evidence for a subpopulation of FRBs with large host dispersion measure
(DMhost ∼ 400 pc cm−3) at z ∼ 0.4. We show that such large host DMs could be explained
by a small population of FRBs near the centers (r . 100 kpc) of large (M ∼ 1014M�)
halos.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Fast radio bursts

Since the first discovery of cosmic radio waves by Karl G. Jansky in the 1930s [48, 49],
radio telescopes have transformed our understanding of astrophysical phenomena. From
the cosmic microwave background (CMB) at 2.726 K [3] to highly energetic pulsars with
brightness temperature ∼ 1032 K [105], radio waves probe extreme physics in the Universe.
Because of atmospheric opacity and quantum noise, ground-based radio observations are
constrained to the frequency range 10 MHz . ν . 1 THz [32]. Through this window, radio
telescopes see hundreds of thousands of pulses from Galactic pulsars every day. These
pulses are typically dispersed due to the intervening cold plasma in interstellar medium
(ISM), which delays the arrival time (∆t) of a pulse as a function of frequency (ν):

∆t = (4.15 ms)

(
DM

1 pc cm−3

)( ν

1 GHz

)−2

, (1.1)

where DM =
∫
dxne(x), which is the dispersion measure or integrated column density

of free electrons along the line of sight. Given a model for the distribution of ISM gas,
dispersion measure can be used as a proxy for distance to pulsars. If the distance is known
through other methods (e.g. parallax measurements) in advance, then the observed DM
can constrain the ISM model.

Among many pulsars, there are occasionally a few radio bursts that happen to exhibit
very high DMs with unknown origin. These random bursts have DMs beyond what we
expect from Galactic models. Therefore, their source must be extragalactic! They are
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Lorimer et al. (2007)
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Figure 1.1: Intensity as a function of frequency and time for FRB010724, also known as the
Lorimer burst [66]. This so-called waterfall plot clearly shows the delayed arrival (∝ ν−2)
with DM = 375±1 pc cm−3. The inset is the pulse profile after dedispersion, i.e. summing
up the intensity at fixed DM.

extremely energetic (∼ 1036 to 1042 ergs) and brief (∼ 1 ms), which make them an exciting
yet challenging target for follow-up observations. These mysterious signals are called fast
radio bursts (FRBs). Figure 1.1 shows the first discovered FRB, which was found in
archival data from 2001 [66]. We often write the observed DM as a sum of contributions
from the Galactic ISM (DMgal), intergalactic medium or IGM (DMIGM), and an unknown
host (DMhost):

DM ≡ DMgal + DMIGM(z) + DMhost . (1.2)

Assuming that free electrons are uniformly distributed in the IGM, the second term is:

DMIGM(z) = ne,0

∫ z

0

dz′
1 + z′

H(z′)
, (1.3)

where the comoving electron number density is ne,0 = 2.13 × 10−7 cm−3 and H(z) is the
Hubble expansion rate. Thus, the observed DM places an upper bound on the source
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redshift (e.g. FRBs with DM = 1000 pc cm−3 must originate from z . 1).

Besides dispersion, FRBs often exhibit some of the following observables:

• Faraday rotation: If the intervening plasma is magnetized, then a linearly polarized
FRB can probe the magnetic field through Faraday rotation:

RM ∝
∫
dxB‖(x)ne(x) , (1.4)

where RM is the rotation measure, and B‖(x) is the magnetic field strength parallel
to the line of sight. If both DM and RM are induced by the same magnetized plasma,
then the magnetic field can be estimated as follows:

〈B‖〉 ∝
RM

DM
(1.5)

• Scattering: A radio pulse can be scatter-broadened due to multipath propagation
in a turbulent plasma. Let the inhomogeneous plasma be confined to a thin layer.
Then, the scattering timescale (τ) is given by:

τ ∝ xν−4 , (1.6)

where x is the distance between the source and observer.

• Scintillation: Multipath propagation can also cause an interference pattern, and
hence intensity variation at the observer plane.

• Lensing: FRB paths can be perturbed by mass and electron overdensities, which
result in strong gravitational and plasma lensing respectively.

Figure 1.2 shows the range of spectral luminosity for radio transients. Occupying an
unexplored region of the luminosity space, FRB progenitors have puzzled theorists for
years; the underlying physical mechanism for generating FRBs is yet to be pinned down
(see, e.g. [90] for a non-exhaustive list of models). At the time of this writing, 24 FRB
sources have been found to be generating (multiple) fast radio bursts sporadically over long
time intervals (e.g. a few pulses in a month). The discovery of repeating FRBs has ruled
out progenitor theories involving cataclysmic events, at least for a subpopulation of FRBs.
The fact that only a fraction of FRBs come from repeaters may simply be an observational
effect. It is possible to imagine that all FRBs repeat with varying ranges of activity, so

3



Figure 1.2: Spectral luminosity for radio transients [19], including a sample of FRBs with
known distance. Diagonal lines indicate constant brightness temperatures at 1.4 GHz. The
gray shaded area contains only the sources that could emit energy incoherently without
a relativistic boost. “ST 200428A” marks a giant pulse from the Galactic magnetar SGR
1935+2154, the first example of an FRB in our Galaxy, discovered by CHIME/FRB,
STARE2 and ARO in April 2020 (see §1.4).
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Figure 1.3: The relation between DMIGM and redshift (also known as the Macquart relation;
Eq. 1.3) for a sample of localized FRBs from [68]. The gray shaded area represents the
uncertainty due to IGM anisotropy.

that after years of observation, all FRBs will eventually become a repeater. On the other
hand, repeaters and non-repeaters may originate from two distinct populations of sources.

Repeaters allow for follow-up observations, which are key to understanding the host of
FRBs. In the absence of any luminosity gap (see Figure 1.2), could FRBs be explained
simply by a population of Galactic pulsars surrounded by highly dense plasma? Pulsars
lie preferentially near the Galactic plane, where the expected DM is large along the line
of sight. In contrast, FRBs have shown no correlation with any Galactic structures, rein-
forcing the hypothesis for an extragalactic origin. After over a decade of speculations, a
handful of FRBs have finally been localized to other galaxies.

At the time of this writing, 607 FRB sources have been discovered, including 14 FRBs
with known host galaxies. Most (492) of the known FRB sources are from CHIME, a new
radio telescope which is the focus of this thesis. No FRB has shown any spectral lines that
could be used to constrain its redshift. Therefore, FRB redshifts have been determined
only through angular association with galaxies (see Figure 1.3). In general, compact radio
telescopes, including those with a high mapping speed, are not capable of localizing FRBs
to their hosts. Such precise association requires the use of very long baseline interferometry
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(VLBI) and optical follow-ups.

Bright FRBs are distributed randomly at a rate of ≈ 800 per day over the full sky [29].
Therefore, they are a rare target for blind searches with a small field of view (e.g. ASKAP
[15]). In addition, rapid follow-up observations are nearly impossible for non-repeating
FRB sources, which are detected in radio surveys with a large field of view but low angular
resolution. Despite all these challenges, the CHIME/FRB instrument (§1.2) has been very
successful in increasing the total number of known FRBs by a factor ∼ 5 in less than 2
years of operation, enabling FRB population studies for the first time. In §1.4, we will
explore recent results from this instrument, which I have helped design, build and maintain
during my PhD studies.

1.2 The CHIME/FRB instrument

Figure 1.4: Photograph of the CHIME telescope, looking South.

The Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME)1 was originally de-
signed for mapping the 21-cm radio emission from neutral hydrogen in large-scale structure
(LSS). CHIME is a transit telescope, comprising of four 80 m by 100 m cylinders with no
moving parts (see Figure 1.4). It is located at the Dominion Radio Astrophysical Obser-
vatory (DRAO) in the Okanagan Valley, British Columbia (BC). DRAO is a radio silent

1https://chime-experiment.ca
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Figure 1.5: Signal path for the CHIME telescope. Each box depicts an RFI-shielded
container with computer hardware that was built from scratch. The analog signal chain
carries baseband (voltage) data through coaxial cables (dashed arrows) directly from 4×256
antennas, which are equipped with low-noise amplifiers, to the F-Engine. The X-Engine is
a massive GPU-based correlator that sends various data products through network fibers
(solid arrows) to the science backends at the bottom. The CHIME/FRB backend houses
over 2,500 CPU cores primarily for processing frequency-channelized intensity data in L1
(see Figure 1.6).

area within a 30-min driving range from Penticton, BC. The CHIME telescope has three
dedicated software backends for 21-cm cosmology, fast radio bursts (CHIME/FRB) and
pulsars. Thanks to a coordinated effort by governments and locals, CHIME experiences
minimal contamination (∼ 20% of its 400-800 MHz bandwidth) due to radio frequency
interference (RFI) from artificial devices (e.g. cellular phones, aircrafts and satellites).
Nonetheless, traces of RFI can be extremely problematic for any real-time search in ra-
dio astronomy, since RFI is typically orders of magnitude brighter than natural emission
from radio sources in the sky. In the first half of my PhD program, I led the design and
development of RFI mitigation algorithms (see §1.3) for the CHIME/FRB instrument.

Figure 1.5 shows a diagram of signal chain from antennas to the digitizer (F-Engine),
correlator (X-Engine) and the science backends (see [23] for a detailed description). As
shown in Figure 1.6, the CHIME/FRB backend is divided into multiple levels. These
levels have constantly been running (except during upgrade cycles and extreme weather
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Figure 1.6: Schematic of the CHIME/FRB pipeline.

conditions) with minimal user intervention since July 2018:

• L0: Digitized signal is frequency-channelized and beamformed for 4×256 independent
beams with ∼ 0.◦3 resolution. L0 receives frequency-channelized data at 13 Tb/s from
F-Engine, and sends intensity packets at 142 Gb/s to L1.

• L1: L0 packets are assembled in 2D intensity arrays with 16k frequency channels
and 1ms time resolution. Then, RFI is masked by a chain of operations. Using
the masked intensity, FRB search is performed through incoherent dedispersion up
to DM = 13,000 pc cm−3. The L1 code2 is state-of-the-art software, which has been
optimized for the CHIME/FRB search with ∼ 10 sec latency in real time. The output
of L1 is a set of events with header information (e.g. DM, SNR, and sky coordinates)
that are grouped into coarse-grained candidate events per beam.

• L2-4: Next, L1 candidates go through a multi-beam analysis, which groups events
based on their (time, DM, sky coordinates). False positives are sent directly to the L4
database, while astrophysical candidates require further estimation and refinement of
parameters in L3. L4 contains the CHIME/FRB database along with a user-friendly
interface for validating astrophysical candidates.

2rf_pipelines: https://github.com/kmsmith137/rf_pipelines
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1.3 RFI mitigation in L1

In §1.1, we defined the observed dispersion measure (DM) for astrophysical sources. We
defined “dedispersion” as the process of summing up intensity values at fix DM (i.e. along
a ν−2 curve in the (t, ν) space; see Figure 1.1). After dedispersion, an FRB appears
as a vertically oriented burst with a single arrival time at all frequencies in waterfall
plots. The dedispersion process can be contaminated by RFI, since the summation sees
no difference between a real astrophysical signal and e.g. the Long Term Evolution (LTE)
telecommunications band at ∼750 MHz. Unmasked RFI can easily swamp the output of
dedispersion with thousands of false positives every second! These false positives have
random shapes that can resemble a fast radio burst or pulsar in the (t,DM) space (see,
e.g. [88]). Therefore, RFI must be removed prior to dedispersion (see Figure 1.7).

RFI removal
[1]

Intensity  
(Nfreq = 16k)

Initial mask
(Nfreq = 16k)

Detrended intensity  
(Nfreq = 16k)

RFI mask
(Nfreq = 16k)

Bonsai 
dedispersion

Figure 1.7: Top-level view of the CHIME/FRB L1 pipeline. The RFI removal is performed
on an initial set of {intensity, mask} arrays prior to dedispersion, which takes an array of
detrended (i.e. effectively high-pass filtered) intensity along with its RFI mask. At the top
level, the entire sequence of operations assumes 16k frequency channels. However, the RFI
mask is generated through a series of operations at a lower resolution (see Figure 1.8).

The L1 RFI removal pipeline is based on an object-oriented plugin-based library,3 which
allows users to quickly implement new code for processing data. The pipeline can be run
online (in real time) or offline (for post-processing). In the CHIME/FRB system, the L1
server is responsible for running the pipeline, which depends on other libraries for various
tasks (e.g. the rf kernels library4 contains a set of fast C++/assembly callables for RFI
removal). The L1 framework has a hybrid interface: low-level C++ units can be called
through Python. This makes the interface exteremly user-friendly, allowing programmers
to exercise algorithmic trials (e.g. a new operation for removing a specfic type of RFI).

3ch_frb_rfi: https://github.com/mrafieir/ch_frb_rfi
4rf kernels: https://github.com/kmsmith137/rf_kernels
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Figure 1.8 illustrates the top-level view of RFI removal in L1, which contains a set of
{intensity, mask} arrays with 16k frequency channels. The “initial mask” carries binary
information about the state of L0 packets. RFI is masked inside a “sub-pipeline”, which
takes a set of downsampled {intensity, mask} arrays with 1k frequency channels. The out-
put of the sub-pipeline is a mask that is subsequently upsampled to 16k frequency channels
for a final “detrending” stage prior to dedispersion. Unlike operations on full 16k frequency
channels (e.g. the final detrending stage), sub-pipeline operations are computationally fast
on 1k frequency channels (see Figure 1.9). This down/upsampling logic is essential for the
CHIME/FRB instrument, which requires ∼100 operations for mitigating RFI in real time.

Figure 1.9 shows the data flow through various operations inside the sub-pipeline.
We define the fundamental unit of operation (e.g. an object that masks 5σ intensity
outliers) as a “transform”. The first transform is a “static mask”, which simply flags RFI-
contaminated intensity data with known frequency (e.g. 730.1–755.9 MHz), by setting
corresponding channels to zero in the mask array. Using the updated mask, we then start
clipping intensity outliers, by dynamically assigning zeros to the running mask array. Next,
we high-pass filter intensity by fitting and subtracting polynomials (i.e. detrending) along
the time and frequency axes. Finally, we update the mask by applying the same set of
clipping transforms to the detrended intensity.

The output of the CHIME/FRB “sub-pipeline” is an RFI mask based on clipping and
detrending through∼100 transforms. Since each transform has a set of internal parameters,
the grand design of an entire sub-pipeline becomes a complicated problem with hundreds
of variables. Our goal is to design an RFI algorithm that can simultaneously minimize the
false positive rate, false negative rate, and computational cost. Ideally, one would find the
best solution by minimizing a global cost function, based on fully automated transforms.
Nevertheless, we took an empirical approach for the CHIME/FRB instrument; we designed
the CHIME/FRB L1 RFI transform chain by trial and error, based on inspecting hundreds
of hours of saved intensity data. Initially, we designed a sequence of transforms that could
effectivly eliminate false positives in days of incoherent-beam data, while signals from
bright pulsars (e.g. PSR B0329+54) were recovered. Then, we fine-tuned the transform
chain using beamformed data. Thus far, our results have been extremely promising. We
are still in the process of improving our solution, planning to automate and optimize the
algorithm through machine learning.
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Figure 1.8: RFI removal in L1. In order to minimize the overall computational cost,
input data with 16k frequency channels are downsampled to Nfreq=1k. The “sub-pipeline”
contains a sequence of transforms such that its initial input is the downsampled {intensity,
mask} arrays, and its final output is a mask whose zeroed entries match with RFI patterns
in the downsampled intensity data. Once the sub-pipeline converges, its output mask is
upsampled to match (in frequency resolution) with the detrended intensity data (16k) for
the dedispersion transform.
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Figure 1.9: Sequence of transforms inside the CHIME/FRB L1 sub-pipeline. “Clipping
transforms” flag intensity outliers, by assigning zeros to the running mask. The clipping
transform chain is iterated a few times before passing processed {intensity, mask} arrays to
the next operation block in a long chain of transforms. “Detrending transforms” effectively
high-pass filter the intensity array along time and frequency.
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1.4 CHIME/FRB science results

This section presents a brief overview of science results that I have co-authored with the
CHIME/FRB Collaboration. The CHIME/FRB instrument saw its first light in 2017. In
2018, we reported on the detection of the first FRB in the CHIME band (400–800 MHz)
[22]. At the time, only ∼ 50 FRBs had been discovered at frequencies ν & 750 MHz. The
first CHIME/FRB discovery proved the presence of FRBs at frequencies ν . 750 MHz.

• In 2019, we published two papers [26, 24] on the detection of 13 new FRBs, including
a new repeating source, in the CHIME band while the instrument was still in its
pre-commissioning phase. Figure 1.10 shows these detections, based on which we
ruled out spectral cuttoffs, e.g. due to free-free absorption [100], for FRBs in the
CHIME band. Operating at such low frequencies (∼ 400 MHz), we made the most
precise measurements of FRB scattering tails (see Eq. 1.6).

• Figure 1.11 shows the new repeating source. It is the second repeating FRB (R2)
after FRB121102 (R1), which was found by [119, 120] in survey data from 2012. The
detection of R2 proved that repeaters do exist in the CHIME band. Later in 2019, we
detected a single burst from R1 at frequencies ∼600 MHz [51]. The burst consisted
of downward drifting subbursts, with an effective DM of 563.06± 0.5 pc cm−3, which
was ∼1% larger than its value from 2012. This change could be either intrinsic (e.g.
DM perturbations at the host of emission) or due to systematic biases (e.g. different
fitting routines for a morphologically complex FRB).

• Later in [25, 41], we reported on the discovery of 17 new repeating FRB sources in
the DM range 103.5–1380 pc cm−3. Using the relatively large population of CHIME
FRBs, we found that repeaters are generally wider (i.e. larger effective pulse width)
than non-repeaters, and that they often have complex morphologies, including down-
ward drifting (see, e.g. Figure 1.12).

• Among all CHIME/FRB repeaters, FRB180916 (R3) has been the most fruitful
source. R3 was the second repeating FRB (after R1) with available polarization
data [25]. Figure 1.13 shows its Faraday rotation measure (Eq. 1.4), which is modest
compared to R1. In 2020, using the European VLBI Network (EVN) we localized R3
to a star-forming region inside a spiral galaxy (see Figure 1.14) at redshift z = 0.0337
[72].

• CHIME/FRB scans the sky constantly, making it an excellent instrument for identi-
fying temporal patterns in radio transients. Monitoring R3 for more than a year, we
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discovered periodic activity from this special source [28]: R3 exhibits periodicity in
5-day phase windows, with a period of 16.35 days (see Figure 1.15). This is the first
discovery of a periodic phenomenon in an FRB.

Figure 1.10: Waterfall plots for the first batch of (dedispersed) FRBs, discovered by the
CHIME/FRB instrument [26]. White bands indicate RFI-contaminated channels that were
masked.
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Figure 1.11: Waterfall plots for the second repeating FRB (R2) [24]. The rightmost panel is
a detection by the CHIME/Pulsar backend. A DM of 189.4 pc cm−3 is assumed throughout.
“U” and “L” refer to upper and lower (anti-podal) transits of the source with respect to
the North Celestial Pole.
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Figure 1.12: A sample of repeating FRBs with a wide range of morphologies [25]. Colors
refer to unique FRB sources.
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Figure 1.13: Dispersion measure versus rotation measure for a sample of astrophysical
transients with polarization data. “Repeating source 1” refers to FRB180916 (R3), which
shows a modest RM [25]. FRB121102 is R1 whose extreme RM hints at a host with highly
magnetized plasma [80] (see Eq. 1.5).
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Figure 1.15: CHIME/FRB exposure timeline and periodic activity of FRB180916 (R3) in
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• On 28 April 2020, an FRB lit up 93 of the 1024 CHIME/FRB beams! Using intensity
data we localized the source to the vicinity of the Galactic magnetar SGR1935+2154
[27]. Figure 1.16 shows the burst, which was also detected by the Algonquin Radio
Observatory (ARO) [27] in Ontario and the STARE2 instrument [19] in California.
These detections were during an active period of X-ray emission from the magnetar
[78, 62, 104]. The burst was ∼1000 times brighter than radio bursts from ∼30
known magnetars. If it were to originate from a nearby galaxy, then it would be
indistinguishable from a typical FRB. This is the first Galactic FRB, which mostly
fills the luminosity gap between FRBs and giant radio pulses from magnetars (see
Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.16: CHIME/FRB (left) and ARO (right) detections of a radio burst from the
Galactic magnetar SGR1935+2154.

• Earlier in 2021, we localized the repeating FRB 20200120E with DM=87.82 pc cm−3

to a small area (≈ 14 sq. arcmin) in the M81 galaxy group [16] (see Figure 1.17).
This discovery was made through CHIME/FRB baseband recording system, which
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allows for localizing the host of bright FRBs with a low DM (. 100 pc cm−3). FRB
20200120E was subsequently localized to an M81 globular cluster by the EVN [56].
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Figure 1.17: CHIME/FRB localization of FRB 20200120E (red ellipse) in the M81 galaxy
group, imaged by the Digital Sky Survey (DSS). The inset shows the 21-cm line emission
[31]. FRB host candidates are marked by gray squares. See [16] for more details.
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• The CHIME/FRB instrument sees a few FRB candidates every day. In about a
year of operation, between 25 July 2018 and 2 July 2019, we detected 535 verified
FRBs, including 61 bursts from repeating sources. We published this large sample
as a catalog in [29], increasing the number of known FRB sources by a factor ∼ 4.
Figure 1.18 shows the sky distribution of the first CHIME/FRB catalog (or Catalog
1).

• CHIME/FRB Catalog 1 enables FRB population studies, since the entire sample was
subject to the same instrumental selection function. In [29], we characterized our
selection function through real-time pulse injections. Figure 1.19 shows an example
plot before and after the correction for selection effects: we find statistical evidence
for a subpopulation of unobserved FRBs with a scattering time at 600 MHz in excess
of 10 ms.

• In [50], we showed that the sky distribution of CHIME FRBs has no correlation with
the Galactic plane after accounting for selection biases.

• In another companion paper [91], we compared the two populations of repeaters and
non-repeaters, and found that repeaters generally have a larger width and narrower
bandwidth. In addition, using intensity profiles as FRB fingerprints, we found that
all CHIME/FRB sources can be divided into four morphologically distinct categories
(see Figure 1.20), which could help constrain progenitor models and have implications
for utilizing FRBs as standard probes.
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• Finally, I led a project on FRB-LSS correlations, whose theory [95] and analysis [94]
are presented in §2 and §3, respectively. In summary, we have detected a statistically
significant correlation between CHIME FRBs and photometric redshift catalogs of
galaxies. In addition, we have found statistical evidence for a population of FRBs
with large host dispersion measure. These results will help answer key questions
about the cosmological origin of fast radio bursts.
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Figure 1.19: Scattering time (scaled to 600 MHz) distribution before (left panel) and after
(right panel) correcting for CHIME/FRB instrumental biases [29]. The tail of selection-
corrected distribution in the shaded region hints at a subpopulation of highly scattered
(τ ∼ 10 ms) FRBs that have yet to be observed.
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Chapter 2

Characterizing fast radio bursts
through statistical cross-correlations

Understanding the origin of fast radio bursts (FRBs) is a central unsolved problem in astro-
physics that is severely hampered by their poorly determined distance scale. Determining
the redshift distribution of FRBs appears to require arcsecond angular resolution, in order
to associate FRBs with host galaxies. In this chapter, we forecast prospects for determin-
ing the redshift distribution without host galaxy associations, by cross-correlating FRBs
with a galaxy catalog such as the SDSS photometric sample. The forecasts are extremely
promising: a survey such as CHIME/FRB that measures catalogs of ∼ 103 FRBs with few-
arcminute angular resolution can place strong constraints on the FRB redshift distribution,
by measuring the cross-correlation as a function of galaxy redshift z and FRB dispersion
measure (DM). In addition, propagation effects from free electron inhomogeneities mod-
ulate the observed FRB number density, either by shifting FRBs between DM bins or
through DM-dependent selection effects. We show that these propagation effects, coupled
with the spatial clustering between galaxies and free electrons, can produce FRB-galaxy
correlations which are comparable to the intrinsic clustering signal. Such effects can be
disentangled based on their angular and (z,DM) dependence, providing an opportunity to
study not only FRBs but the clustering of free electrons.

2.1 Introduction

Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are an astrophysical transient whose origin is not yet understood.
Since initial discovery in 2007 [66], interest in FRBs has grown, and explaining the FRB
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phenomenon is now a central unsolved problem in astrophysics (see [54, 90, 87] for recent
reviews).

An FRB is a short (usually 1–10 ms), bright (∼1 Jy)1 radio pulse which is highly
dispersed: the arrival time at radio frequency ν is delayed, by an amount proportional to
ν−2. This dispersion relation arises naturally if the pulse propagates through a cold plasma
of free electrons. In this case, the delay is proportional to the “dispersion measure” (DM),
which is defined as the electron column density along the line of sight:

(Delay) = (DM)

(
e2

2πmec

)
ν−2 (2.1)

= (4.15 ms)

(
DM

1 pc cm−3

)( ν

1 GHz

)−2

(2.2)

where

DM ≡
∫
ne(x) dx . (2.3)

FRBs are a population of dispersed pulses whose observed DM significantly exceeds the
maximum Galactic column density DMgal (inferred from a model of the Galaxy [34, 126]).
On most of the sky, DMgal is ≤ 50 pc cm−3, and FRBs are regularly observed with DM &
1000 pc cm−3. From the outset, the large DM suggested that FRBs were extragalactic,
although on its own the large DM could also be explained by a Galactic event with a large
local free electron density. As more FRBs were observed, their sky distribution was found
to be isotropic (i.e. not correlated with the Galactic plane), conclusively establishing an
extragalactic origin.

At the time of this writing, 92 FRB discoveries have been published (according to FRB-
CAT [86], frbcat.org). Ten of these FRBs are “repeaters”, meaning that multiple pulses
have been observed from the same source [120, 109, 24, 25]. Nine of the repeaters were dis-
covered by the CHIME/FRB instrument, and a much larger sample of non-repeating FRBs
from CHIME/FRB is expected soon. (The authors are members of the CHIME/FRB col-
laboration, and forecasting the scientific reach of CHIME/FRB was the main motivation
for this paper.)

Determining the redshift distribution of FRBs is critical to understanding the FRB phe-
nomenon since a distance scale is required to determine the burst energetics and volumetric
rate. In the next few paragraphs, we summarize the current observational status.

FRBs do not have spectral lines, so FRB redshifts cannot be directly determined.
When an FRB is observed, an upper bound on its redshift z can be inferred from its DM

1Jansky (Jy) is a non-SI unit for spectral flux density: 1 Jy = 10−26 W m−2 Hz−1
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as follows. We write the total DM of an FRB as the sum of contributions from our galaxy,
the intergalactic medium (IGM), and the host galaxy:

DM = DMgal + DMIGM(z) + DMhost (2.4)

where the IGM contribution is related to the FRB redshift as:

DMIGM(z) = ne,0

∫ z

0

dz′
1 + z′

H(z′)
(2.5)

where ne,0 is the comoving electron number density and H(z) is the Hubble expansion rate.
If we assume that DMgal is known precisely and subtracted, then the inequality DMhost ≥ 0
implies an upper bound on z. A DM = 1000 pc cm−3 FRB must satisfy z . 0.95, and a
DM = 3000 pc cm−3 FRB satisfies z . 3.08. However, an alternative hypothesis is that
FRBs are at much lower redshifts, and have large host DMs.

Three FRBs have been observed in long-baseline interferometers with sufficient angular
resolution to uniquely identify a host galaxy, and thereby determine a redshift [21, 71, 122,
9, 98]. The inferred redshifts are z = 0.19, 0.32, and 0.66. These observations suggest that
most of the DM is IGM-related, but with only three data points it cannot be concluded
that this is true for the entire population.

Host galaxy associations are a powerful way to determine FRB redshifts, but require
angular resolution around 1 arcsecond or better [39]. Unfortunately, most telescopes ca-
pable of finding large numbers of FRBs have angular resolution much worse than this. In
particular, for most of the CHIME/FRB sources, the angular resolution is either ≈ 1′ or
≈ 10′, depending on whether baseband data are available for the event [73, 23, 25].

In this chapter, we study the following question. Given a catalog of FRBs whose
resolution is insufficient for host galaxy associations on a per-object basis, is it possible to
associate FRBs and galaxies on a statistical basis? To make this question precise, we model
the angular cross power spectrum Cfg

` between the FRB and galaxy catalogs and forecast
its signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The SNR turns out to be surprisingly large. For example,
given a catalog of 1000 FRBs with 1′ resolution, and the photometric galaxy catalog from
SDSS-DR8 [4], we find an SNR of 25–100, depending on the FRB redshift distribution.

As a consequence of this high SNR, the cross-correlation is still detectable if the FRB
and galaxy catalogs are binned in various ways. By dividing the galaxy catalog into
redshift bins, and separately cross-correlating each bin with the FRB catalog, the FRB
redshift distribution can be constrained. By additionally dividing the FRB catalog into
DM bins, the FRB redshift distribution of each DM bin can be constrained, pinning down
the redshift-DM correspondence.
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Other binning schemes are possible. For example, the FRB catalog can be binned in
observed flux, so that the galaxy cross-correlation pins down the redshift-flux correspon-
dence, and therefore the intrinsic luminosity distribution of FRBs. Or the galaxy catalog
can be binned by star formation rate before cross-correlating with FRBs, to determine
whether FRBs are associated with star formation. This technique can be applied easily to
other tracer fields such as supernovae and quasars.

This chapter overlaps significantly with work in the galaxy clustering literature on
“clustering redshifts” [76, 77, 96, 58, 85]. This term refers to the use of clustering statistics
to determine the redshift distribution of a source population, by cross-correlating with a
galaxy catalog.

However, in the case of FRBs, we find a significant new ingredient: large propagation
effects, which arise because galaxies are spatially correlated with free electrons, which
in turn can affect the observed density of FRBs and its DM dependence. Propagation
effects produce additional contributions to the FRB-galaxy angular correlation, which need
to be modeled and disentangled from the cosmological contribution. In particular, if a
galaxy catalog and an FRB catalog are correlated, this does not imply that they overlap in
redshift. Propagation effects can produce a correlation between low-redshift galaxies and
high-redshift FRBs (but not vice versa).

Propagation effects arise from several distinct physical mechanisms: dispersion, scat-
tering, and plasma lensing. In this chapter, we will analyze the dispersion case in detail,
leaving the other cases to future work. The propagation effects which we will explore
have some similarity with magnification bias in galaxy surveys (see e.g. [45] and references
therein).

We also clarify which properties of the FRB population are observable via cross-
correlations. It is well known that on large scales (“2-halo dominated” scales), the only
observable is (bfdnf/dz): the product of FRB redshift distribution dnf/dz and the large-
scale clustering bias bf (z). We find that there is an analogous observable (γfdnf/dz) which
determines the FRB-galaxy correlation on smaller (“1-halo dominated”) scales. The quan-
tity γf (z) measures the degree of similarity between the dark matter halos which contain
FRBs and galaxies, and is defined and discussed in §2.4.

This chapter is complementary to previous works which have considered different FRB-
related clustering statistics. In [74], the 3D clustering statistics of the FRB field were
studied, using the DM as a radial coordinate. This is analogous to the way photometric
galaxy surveys are analyzed in cosmology. Here we generalize to the cross-correlation
between the FRB field and a galaxy survey. The FRB-galaxy cross-correlation has higher
SNR than the FRB auto-correlation, since the number of galaxies is much larger than the
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number of FRBs. Whereas [74] was entirely perturbative, we perform both perturbative
calculations and non-linear simulations using a halo model. In addition we consider two
propagation effects: DM shifting and completeness (to be defined below), whereas [74]
considered only the former.

Another idea that has been considered is to cross-correlate a 2D map of FRB-derived
dispersion measures with galaxy catalogs, to probe the distribution of electrons in dark
matter halos [75, 113, 99, 81, 69]. The cross-correlation of DM vs galaxy density is related
to the DM moment of the statistic Cfg

` (z,DM) considered here. Therefore, our statistic
contains a superset of the information in the statistic considered in these works.

In [63], a cross-correlation was observed between 2MPZ galaxies at z ∼ 0.01, and a
sample of 23 FRBs from ASKAP operating in “fly-eye” mode with 10′– 60′ angular reso-
lution [10, 110]. This measurement is seemingly at odds with the three FRB host galaxy
redshifts which imply a much more distant population. In the very near future, FRB cat-
alogs will be available with much higher number density and better angular resolution, so
it will be possible to measure the cross-correlation at higher SNR, and push the measure-
ment to higher redshift. The machinery in this chapter will be essential for interpreting a
high-SNR cross correlation, and separating the clustering signal from propagation effects.

This chapter is organized as follows. In §2.2, we define notation and our modeling
assumptions. In §2.3, we define our primary observable, the FRB-galaxy cross power
spectrum Cfg

` . We explore and interpret clustering contributions to Cfg
` in §2.4, and

propagation effects in §2.5. We present signal-to-noise forecasts in §2.6, and in §2.7 we
describe a Monte Carlo simulation pipeline which we use to validate our forecasts. We
conclude in §2.8.

2.2 Preliminaries

2.2.1 Definitions and notation

Throughout the chapter, we use the flat-sky approximation, in which an angular sky loca-
tion is represented by a two-component vector θ = (θx, θy), and assume periodic boundary
conditions with no angular mask for simplicity. Angular wavenumbers (continous quanti-
ties in a plane) are denoted ` = (`x, `y), and 3D comoving wavenumbers are denoted k.
We denote the observed sky area in steradians by Ω.

Let H(z) be the Hubble expansion rate at redshift z, and let χ(z) be the comoving
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distance to redshift z:

χ(z) =

∫ z

0

dz′

H(z′)
(2.6)

Let Plin(k, z) denote the linear matter power spectrum at comoving wavenumber k and
redshift z.

We use f and g to denote an FRB or galaxy catalog. Depending on context, the
FRB catalog may be binned in DM, or the galaxy catalog may be binned in redshift. For
X ∈ {f, g}, let n2d

X , n3d
X (z), and dn2d

X /dz denote the 2D number density, 3D number density,
and 2D number density per unit redshift. These densities are related to each other by:

n3d
X (z) =

H(z)

χ(z)2

dn2d
X

dz
n2d
X =

∫
dz

dn2d
X

dz
(2.7)

2.2.2 Halo model

We model FRB and galaxy clustering using the halo model. For a review of the halo model,
see [33]. In this section, we give a high-level summary of our halo modeling formalism. For
details, see Appendix A.

In the halo model, FRB and galaxy catalogs are simulated by a three-step process.
First, we simulate a random realization of the linear cosmological density field δlin(θ, z).
Since δlin is a Gaussian field, its statistics are completely determined by its power spectrum
Plin(k, z).

Second, we randomly place dark matter halos, which are modeled as biased Poisson
tracers of δlin. More precisely, the probability of a halo in mass range (M,M + dM) and
comoving volume d3x near spatial location x is:

n3d
h (M, z)

(
1 + bh(M, z)δlin(x)

)
d3x dM (2.8)

where n3d
h (M, z) is the halo mass function, or number density of halos per unit comoving

volume per unit halo mass, and bh(M, z) is the halo bias. We use the Sheth-Tormen mass
function and bias (Eqs. A.4, A.6).

Third, we randomly assign FRBs and galaxies to halos. We always assume that the
number counts (Nf , Ng) of FRBs and galaxies are independent from one halo to the next.
That is, (Nf , Ng) is a bivariate random variable whose probability distribution (the halo
occupation distribution or HOD) depends only on halo mass M and redshift z. Once the
counts (Nf , Ng) have been simulated, we assign spatial locations to each FRB and galaxy
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independently, by sampling from the NFW spatial profile (Eq. A.7). We assume that galaxy
positions are measured with negligible uncertainty, but FRB positions have statistical errors
(θx, θy) which are Gaussian with FWHM denoted θf . Unless stated otherwise, we take the
FRB angular resolution to be θf = 1 arcminute.

2.2.3 Fiducial FRB models

Throughout the chapter, we derive analytic results for an arbitrary HOD, but show numer-
ical results for two specific FRB models: the fiducial “low-z” and “high-z” FRB models.
Our two fiducial models are intended to bracket the range of possibilities for the FRB
redshift distribution currently allowed by observations. The median FRB redshift in the
low-z and high-z FRB models is z ∼ 0.022 and z ∼ 0.76 respectively. The host DM distri-
butions in the two models have been chosen so that the distribution of total DMs is similar
(Figure 2.1). In the high-z FRB model, observed DM is a fairly good indicator of the FRB
redshift, whereas in the low-z FRB model, there is not much correlation between DM and
redshift. The high-z FRB model was motivated by the FRB host galaxy associations at
redshifts 0.19, 0.32, 0.66 reported in [21, 71, 122, 9, 98], and the low-z FRB model was
motivated by the ASKAP-2MPZ cross-correlation at very low redshift reported in [63].

In both FRB models, we define the FRB HOD so that FRBs have a small nonzero
probability to occur in halos above threshold mass Mf = 109 h−1 M�. We have chosen
Mf to be small, roughly the minimum halo mass needed to host a dwarf galaxy, since one
FRB (the original repeater) is known to be in a dwarf. If Mf is increased (keeping the
total number of observed FRBs Nfrb fixed) then the FRB-galaxy cross-correlations SNR
also increases. Therefore, our choice of small Mf makes our forecasts a bit conservative.

2.2.4 Galaxy surveys

We consider three galaxy surveys throughout the chapter. First, the SDSS-DR8 optical
photometric survey over redshift range 0 ≤ z ≤ 1.1, with redshift distribution taken
from [111]. Second, the 2MPZ all-sky infrared photometric survey [17], Almost all (≈ 98%)
of the 2MPZ galaxies have photometric redshifts < 0.2. Finally, the upcoming DESI-ELG
spectroscopic survey, whose redshift distribution is forecasted in [2] and covers the range
0.6 ≤ z ≤ 1.7. For photometric surveys, we neglect photometric redshift uncertainties,
since these will be small compared to the FRB redshift uncertainty arising from scatter in
the FRB host DM.
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The galaxy HOD is constructed so that halos above threshold mass Mg(z) contain
(M/Mg(z)) galaxies on average. The redshift-dependent threshold halo mass Mg(z) is
chosen to match the redshift distribution of the galaxy survey (“abundance matching”).
Numerical values of Mg(z) are shown in Figure 2.2.

For more details of the FRB and galaxy models, including precise specification of
the FRB redshift and host DM distributions in the two fiducial models, see Appen-
dices A.2, A.3.

2.3 The power spectrum Cfg
`

2.3.1 Definition

Our primary statistic for FRB-galaxy cross-correlations is the angular power spectrum Cfg
` ,

which measures the level of correlation as a function of angular wavenumber `.

We review the definition of the angular power spectrum. The input data are a catalog
of FRB sky locations θf1 , · · · ,θ

f
Nf

, and a catalog of galaxy sky locations θg1, · · · ,θ
g
Ng

. We
then define the 2D FRB field δf (θ) as a sum of delta functions:

δf (θ) =
1

n2d
f

Nf∑
i=1

δ2(θ − θ(f)
i ) (2.9)

and similarly for the galaxy field δg(θ).

In Fourier space, the FRB field δf (`) is a sum of complex exponentials:

δf (`) =
1

n2d
f

Nf∑
i=1

exp
(
− i` · θ(f)

i

)
(2.10)

and likewise for δg. The two-point correlation function of the fields δf , δg is simplest in
harmonic space, where it takes the form:

〈δf (`)∗ δg(`′)〉 = Cfg
` (2π)2δ2(`− `′) (2.11)

where the delta function on the RHS is a consequence of translation invariance. This
equation defines the power spectrum Cfg

` .

The power spectrum Cfg
` is one representation for the two-point correlation function

between δf , δg. Other representations, such as the two-point correlation function as a
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Figure 2.1: Top panel: FRB redshift distributions in our high-z and low-z fiducial FRB
models (see §2.2), with galaxy redshift distributions shown for comparison. Bottom
panel: FRB DM distributions in both fiducial models. We show total extragalactic DM
(IGM+host, denoted “DM”), and the IGM contribution DMIGM(z). The total DM dis-
tribution is similar in the two fiducial models, but DMs are usually host-dominated in
the low-z model, and IGM-dominated in the high-z model. Vertical dotted lines mark
maximum redshift cutoffs.
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Figure 2.2: Threshold halo mass Mg(z) for hosting a galaxy in the 2MPZ, SDSS-DR8 and
DESI-ELG galaxy surveys, determined by abundance matching to the redshift distribution
dng/dz as described in §2.2 and Appendix A.2. Vertical dotted lines mark maximum
redshift cutoffs.
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function of angular separation, contain the same information as Cfg
` . The power spectrum

has the advantage that when it is estimated from data, statistical correlations between
different `-values are small (in contrast with the correlation function, where correlations
between different angular separations can be large). For this reason, we choose to use the
angular power spectrum throughout the chapter.

If the galaxy catalog has been divided into redshift bins, then for each redshift bin j
we can define a galaxy field δgj(θ), and a power spectrum C

fgj
` by cross-correlating with

the (unbinned) FRB catalog.

Similarly, we can bin the FRBs by dispersion measure. Throughout the chapter, we
assume that the galactic contribution DMgal can be accurately modeled, and subtracted
from the observed DM prior to binning. For each FRB DM bin i and galaxy redshift bin
j, we can compute an angular power spectrum C

figj
` . In the limit of narrow redshift and

DM bins, the angular power spectrum becomes a function Cfg
` (z,DM) of three variables:

angular wavenumber `, galaxy redshift z, and FRB dispersion measure DM.

2.3.2 Two-halo and one-halo power spectra

In the halo model, the power spectrum Cfg
` can be calculated exactly. Here we summarize

the main features of the calculation; details are in Appendix A.

The power spectrum is the sum of 2-halo and 1-halo terms:

Cfg
` = C

fg(2h)
` + C

fg(1h)
` (2.12)

which correspond to correlations between FRBs and galaxies in different halos, or in the
same halo. Some example 2-halo and 1-halo power spectra are shown in Figure 2.3.

The 2-halo term C
fg(2h)
` is sourced by large-scale cosmological correlations, and is

responsible for the large bump at low `. For an arbitrary redshift z, the bump is at
` ∼ keqχ(z), where keq ∼ 0.02 h Mpc−1 is the scale of matter-radiation equality. The
2-halo term arises because FRBs and galaxies trace the same underlying large-scale cos-
mological density fluctuations. A complete expression for C

fg(2h)
` is given by Eq. (A.39) in

Appendix A. Here we give a simplified expression which applies on angular scales larger
than the angular size of a halo (` . χ/Rhalo, where Rhalo is the comoving radius of a typical
halo):

C
fg(2h)
` → 1

n2d
f n

2d
g

∫
dz

H(z)

χ(z)2

(
bf (z)

dn2d
f

dz

)(
bg(z)

dn2d
g

dz

)
Plin

(
`

χ(z)
, z

)
(2.13)
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Figure 2.3: Angular cross power spectrum Cfg
` as a function of ` for the fiducial high-

z FRB model (see §2.2) and SDSS-DR8 galaxies. The total observed power spectrum
is the sum of clustering and propagation contributions, and each contribution may be
split into 1-halo and 2-halo terms, which we show separately here. Disentangling these
terms is a challenge, and one of the main themes of this chapter. The clustering terms
are described in §2.3.2, and the “DM-shifting” and “completeness” terms are propagation
effects which will be described in §2.5. Top panel: unbinned FRB and galaxy fields. Bottom
panel: FRB dispersion measure bin 1400 < DM < 1500 pc cm−3 and galaxy redshift bin
0.63 < z < 0.74.
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Mf = 109 h−1 M�. The galaxy bias bg(z) for the 2MPZ, SDSS-DR8 and DESI-ELG
surveys assumes the minimum halo mass Mg(z) from Figure 2.2. We take electron bias
be = 1 throughout. We also show the halo bias bh(z) for two choices of halo mass.

Here, bf (z), bg(z) are bias parameters which measure the coupling of FRBs and galaxies to
the cosmological density field on large scales. The FRB bias bf is defined by the statement
that the FRB and matter overdensities are related by δf ≈ bfδm on large scales, and
likewise for bg. An explicit formula for bf , bg is given in Eq. (A.40). and numerical values
are shown in Figure 2.4. The 2-halo term mainly depends on the redshift overlap between
the FRB and galaxy catalogs, via the factors (bfdn

2d
f /dz)(bgdn

2d
g /dz) in Eq. (2.13).

As a technical comment, power spectra have been computed using the Limber approx-
imation [64, 52, 53] throughout the chapter. We comment on the accuracy of the Limber
approximation in Appendix B.

The 1-halo term C
fg(1h)
` arises because FRBs and galaxies occupy the same dark matter

halos. A complete expression for C
fg(1h)
` is given by Eq. (A.39) in Appendix A. Here we

give a simplified expression which applies on angular scales ` . χ/Rhalo larger than the
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angular size of a halo:

C
fg(1h)
` → 1

n2d
f n

2d
g

∫
dz dM

χ(z)2

H(z)
n3d
h (M, z)

〈
NfNg

〉
M,z

(2.14)

where 〈·〉M,z denotes the average over the HOD in a halo of mass M at redshift z.

The 1-halo term is harder to interpret than the 2-halo term, since it depends on the
details of the HOD. As an artificial example, suppose that the FRB and galaxy catalogs do
overlap in redshift, but the FRB and galaxy HODs do not overlap in halo mass. Then the
1-halo term will be zero. This example is artificial, since halos of sufficiently large mass will
contain galaxies of all types, and presumably FRBs as well. However, it illustrates that
interpreting the 1-halo term is not straightforward. We will return to this issue shortly.

The 1-halo term C
fg(1h)
` arises whenever FRBs and survey galaxies occupy the same

halos. If FRBs actually inhabit the survey galaxies themselves, there will be an additional
“Poisson” term C

fg(p)
` which dominates on the smallest scales (high `). We have neglected

the Poisson term in our forecasts, since we are assuming that the FRB survey has insuffi-
cient resolution to associate FRBs and galaxies on a per-object basis, but this does make
our forecasts slightly conservative. For more discussion of the Poisson term, see Eq. (A.41)
in Appendix A.

2.4 The observables b(dn/dz) and γ(dn/dz)

In the limit of narrow galaxy redshift and FRB DM bins, the angular power spectrum
Cfg
` (z,DM) is a function of three variables: angular wavenumber `, FRB dispersion measure

DM, and galaxy redshift z. One may wonder whether the information in Cfg
` can be

“compressed” into a function of fewer variables.

In this section, we will take a step in this direction, by showing how the `-dependence
can be absorbed into two observables, corresponding to the power spectrum amplitude
in the 2-halo and 1-halo regimes. These observables, denoted b(dn/dz) and γ(dn/dz) for
reasons to be explained shortly, will be functions of z and DM.

The basic idea is simple. For a narrow galaxy redshift bin (z, z + ∆z), the 2-halo and
1-halo power spectra in Eqs. (2.13), (2.14) have the following forms for ` . χ/Rhalo:

C
fg(2h)
` →

(
Constant

)
Plin

(
`

χ(z)
, z

)
C
fg(1h)
` →

(
Constant

)
(2.15)
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For ` & χ/Rhalo, the power spectra acquire additional `-dependence which gives information
about halo profiles, but we will assume that this profile information is of secondary interest.
Thus, the information in the `-dependence of the power spectrum can be compressed into
two numbers: the coefficients in Eq. (2.15). Given a measurement of the total power
spectrum Cfg

` , we can fit for both coefficients jointly, without much covariance between
them.

2.4.1 The 2-halo observable bf(dn/dz)

Starting with the 2-halo power spectrum, we take Eq. (2.13) in the limit of a narrow
redshift bin (z, z + ∆z), obtaining:

C
fg(2h)
` → 1

n2d
f

H(z)

χ(z)2

(
bf (z)

dn2d
f

dz

)
bg(z)Plin

(
`

χ(z)
, z

)
(2.16)

All factors on the RHS are known in advance except bf (z)dn2d
f /dz, including the factor

Plin(`/χ(z), z) which determines the `-dependence. In particular, the galaxy bias bg(z)
can be measured in several ways, for example by cross-correlating the redshift-binned
galaxy catalog with CMB lensing. Therefore, we can interpret the 2-halo power spectrum
amplitude as a measurement of the quantity bf (dn

2d
f /dz).

The observable quantity bf (dn
2d
f /dz) is not as intuitive as the FRB redshift distribution

(dn2d
f /dz), but in practice the two are not very different. For example, in our fiducial model

with threshold halo mass Mf = 109 h−1 M�, the FRB bias satisfies 1.2 ≤ bf ≤ 1.5 for
z ≤ 1 (see Figure 2.4).

This interpretation of the 2-halo amplitude as a measurement of b(dn/dz) is fairly
standard and has been explored elsewhere [76, 77, 96, 58, 85]. The 1-halo amplitude is less
straightforward to interpret, and does not seem to have a standard interpretation in the
literature. In the rest of this section, we will define an analogous observable γ(dn/dz) for
the 1-halo amplitude. The definition is not specific to FRBs, and may be interesting in
the context of other tracer populations.
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2.4.2 The 1-halo observable γf(dn/dz)

We define the following 3D densities:

n3d
gg(z) =

∫
dM n3d

h (M, z)
〈
N2
g 〉M,z (2.17)

n3d
fg(z) =

∫
dM n3d

h (M, z)
〈
NfNg〉M,z (2.18)

where 〈·〉M,z is the expectation value over the HOD for a halo of mass M at redshift z.
These can be interpreted as comoving densities of pair counts (g, g′) or (f, g) in the same
halo. Next we define:

γf (z) =
n3d
g (z)

n3d
f (z)

n3d
fg(z)

n3d
gg(z)

(2.19)

We will see shortly that the 1-halo amplitude can be interpreted as a measurement of
γf (dn

2d
f /dz).

We would like to give an intuitive interpretation of γf (z). First, note that γf is invariant
under rescaling the overall abundance of FRBs and galaxies. For example, if we wait until
the FRB experiment has detected twice as many FRBs, then densities rescale as n3d

fg → 2n3d
fg

and n3d
f → 2n3d

f , leaving γf unchanged.

Second, note that if the galaxy and FRB HODs were identical (aside from overall
abundance), then γf (z) = 1. If the FRB HOD were then modified so that FRBs are in
more massive halos (relative to the galaxies), then n3d

fg would increase, and γf (z) will be
> 1. Conversely, if the typical FRB inhabits a halo which is less massive than a typical
galaxy, then γf (z) will be < 1.

In Figure 2.5, we show γf (z) for our fiducial HOD (Eqs. A.15, A.20) as a function of
(Mf ,Mg), the threshold halo masses for FRBs and galaxies. Consistent with the previous
paragraph, if Mf and Mg are of the same order of magnitude, then γf is of order unity. In
the regimes Mf �Mg and Mf �Mg, the quantity γf will be . 1 and & 1 respectively.

Now we show how the 1-halo amplitude can be interpreted as a measurement of
γf (z)(dn2d

f /dz). We take Eq. (2.14) and specialize to a narrow redshift bin (z, z + ∆z),
obtaining:

C
fg(1h)
` → 1

n2d
f

n3d
fg(z)

n3d
g (z)

(2.20)

Similarly, the 1-halo amplitude of the galaxy auto power spectrum is:

C
gg(1h)
` → 1

n2d
g

n3d
gg(z)

n3d
g (z)

(2.21)
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Figure 2.5: Top panel: Quantity γf (z) defined in Eq. (2.19), as a function of threshold
FRB halo mass Mf and threshold galaxy mass Mg, for Poisson HODs at redshift z = 0.5.
If Mf and Mg are comparable, then γf is of order 1. Bottom panel: Quantity γf (z) as a
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by specializing Eq. (A.39) for C
gg(1h)
` in Appendix A to low ` and a narrow redshift bin.

Now we write C
fg(1h)
` in the following form:

C
fg(1h)
` →

n2d
g

n2d
f

γf (z)
n3d
f (z)

n3d
g (z)

C
gg(1h)
`

=
∆z

n2d
f

(
γf (z)

dn2d
f

dz

)
C
gg(1h)
` (2.22)

where the second line follows from the first by using Eq. (2.7). All factors on the RHS are
known in advance except γf (z)dn2d

f /dz, including the factor C
gg(1h)
` which can be measured

from the galaxy auto power spectrum. Therefore, the 1-halo amplitude can be interpreted
as a measurement of the quantity γf (z)dn2d

f /dz.

Summarizing, we have defined power spectrum observables bf (dn
2d
f /dz) and γf (dn

2d
f /dz).

By measuring the power spectrum Cfg
` as a function of (`, z), both observables may be con-

strained as functions of z. This extracts all information in Cfg
` , except for suppression at

high ` which contains information about halo profiles. The FRB catalog may be further
binned in DM, to measure the observables bf (dn

2d
f /dz) and γf (dn

2d
f /dz) as functions of

(DM, z). In the top rows of Figures 2.6, 2.7, we show the observables as functions of
(DM, z) in our fiducial model.

2.5 Propagation Effects

So far, we have considered contributions to Cfg
` which arise because 3D positions of FRBs

and galaxies are spatially correlated. However, propagation effects also contribute to Cfg
` .

Galaxies at redshift zg will spatially correlate with free electrons, which can modulate the
observed abundance of FRBs at redshifts zf > zg, via dispersion, scattering, or lensing.
This generates new contributions to Cfg

` , which we will study systematically in this section.

Throughout this section, f denotes an FRB catalog, which may be constructed by
selecting on FRB properties. For example, f could be a subcatalog of a larger catalog,
obtained by selecting a DM bin or a fluence bin.

2.5.1 Generalities

Let δe(θ, z) be the 3D electron overdensity along the past lightcone. We will expand
propagation effects to first order in δe.
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Let δf (θ) be the 2D FRB overdensity produced by propagation effects, given a realiza-
tion of δe. We write δf as a line-of-sight integral:

δf (θ) =

∫
dz Wf (z)δe(θ, z) (2.23)

where this equation defines the “window function” Wf (z). We will show how to calculate
Wf (z) shortly.

Given the window function Wf (z), the contribution to Cfg
` due to propagation effects

may be calculated from Eq. (2.23). In the Limber approximation, the result is:

Cfg
` =

1

n2d
g

∫
dz Wf (z)n3d

g (z)Pge

(
`

χ(z)
, z

)
(2.24)

where Pge(k, z) is the 3D galaxy-electron power spectrum at comoving wavenumber k. We
model Pge using the halo model (Eq. A.42) in Appendix A). For a narrow galaxy redshift
bin (z, z + ∆z), Eq. (2.24) becomes:

Cfg
` →

H(z)

χ(z)2
Wf (z)Pge

(
`

χ(z)
, z

)
(2.25)

2.5.2 Dispersion-induced clustering

In this section we will compute the window function Wf (z) defined by Eq. (2.23). There
will be contributions to Wf (z) from several propagation effects: dispersion, scattering, and
lensing. In this chapter, we will describe the dispersion case in detail, deferring the other
cases to future work.

For an FRB at sky location θ and redshift zf , we write the DM as DM = DMIGM(zf )+
∆(θ, zf ), where ∆(θ, zf ) is the DM perturbation due to electron anisotropy along the line
of sight at redshifts 0 < z < zf . Then ∆ is given explicitly by:

∆(θ, zf ) = ne,0

∫ zf

0

dz
1 + z

H(z)
δe(θ, z) (2.26)

As usual, let dn2d
f /dz denote the angular number density per unit redshift, so that:

n2d
f =

∫
dz

dn2d
f

dz
(2.27)
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We introduce the notation (∂/∂∆)(dn2d
f /dz) to denote the derivative of dn2d

f /dz with re-
spect to a foreground DM perturbation ∆(z) along the line of sight. Then, by differentiating
Eq. (2.27), we can formally write the propagation-induced FRB anisotropy as:

δf (θ) =
1

n2d
f

∫
dzf ∆(θ, zf )

(
∂

∂∆

dn2d
f

dzf

)
Plugging in Eq. (2.26) for ∆(θ, zf ) and reversing the order of integration, we get:

δf (θ) =
ne,0
n2d
f

∫
dz

1 + z

H(z)
δe(θ, z)

∫ ∞
z

dzf

(
∂

∂∆

dn2d
f

dzf

)
(2.28)

Comparing with the definition of Wf in Eq. (2.23) we read off the window function:

Wf (z) =
ne,0
n2d
f

1 + z

H(z)

∫ ∞
z

dz′

(
∂

∂∆

dn2d
f

dz′

)
(2.29)

This identity relates the window function Wf to the derivative (∂/∂∆)(dn2d
f /dz), but it

remains to compute the latter quantity. This will depend on the details of how the FRB
catalog f is selected.

Generally speaking, the derivative (∂/∂∆)(dn2d
f /dz) contains two terms. First, there

is a term which arises because a DM perturbation changes the probability that an FRB
is detected. Increasing DM preserves pulse fluence, but decreases signal-to-noise.2 If the
FRB catalog is constructed by selecting all objects above a fixed SNR threshold, then this
effect gives a negative contribution to (∂/∂∆)(dn2d

f /dz). We will refer to this contribution
as the completeness term.

Second, in the case where the FRB catalog is DM-binned, there is an additional term in
(∂/∂∆)(dn2d

f /dz) which arises because a DM perturbation can shift observed DMs across
a bin boundary. We will refer to this contribution as the DM-shifting term.

We give an explicit formula for the DM-shifting term as follows. Suppose that the FRB
catalog is constructed by selecting FRBs in DM bin (DMmin,DMmax). Let (d2n2d

f /dz d(DM))
be the angular number density of FRBs per (redshift, DM), so that:

dn2d
f

dz
=

∫ DMmax

DMmin

d(DM)
d2n2d

f

dz d(DM)
(2.30)

2This is true for FRB searches based on incoherent dedispersion, such as the CHIME/FRB real-time
search, due to pulse broadening within each frequency channel. If the FRB search were based on coherent
dedispersion, then dispersion would not change the SNR. However, a coherent search is computationally
infeasible for large blind searches.
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Then the DM-shifting term is:(
∂

∂∆

dn2d
f

dz

)
DM-shifting

=

(
d2n2d

f

dz d(DM)

)
DMmin

−

(
d2n2d

f

dz d(DM)

)
DMmax

(2.31)

Next we give an explicit formula for the completeness term. This term is more complicated
and depends on both selection and the underlying FRB population. As a toy model for
exploring the order of magnitude of this term, we will make the following assumptions:

1. The FRB catalog is constructed by selecting all objects above threshold signal-to-
noise SNR∗.

2. All FRBs have the same intrinsic pulse width ti.

3. In each redshift and DM bin, the FRB luminosity function is Euclidean: the number
of FRBs above fluence F∗ is proportional to (F

−3/2
∗ ).3

4. SNR is related to fluence F by

SNR ∝ F

(t2i + t2s + t2d)
1/4

(2.32)

where ts is the instrumental time sample length, and td is the dispersion delay within
a channel, given by

td = 2µ(DM)ν−3(∆ν) (2.33)

where ν is the observing frequency, (∆ν) is the channel bandwidth, and µ = 4.15
ms GHz2 is the coefficient in the FRB dispersion relation (delay) = µ(DM)/ν2 in
Eq. (2.2).

Under these assumptions, we can calculate the derivative of log d2nf/(dz d(DM)) with

3The luminosity function is expected to be Euclidean at low z if the FRB catalog is unbinned in redshift.
However, within a (z, DM) bin, there is no particular reason why the FRB luminosity function should be
Euclidean, so this assumption of our toy model is fairly arbitrary.
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respect to a foreground DM perturbation ∆, as follows:

∂

∂∆

(
log

d2nf
dz d(DM)

)
= −3

2

∂ logF∗
∂∆

= −3

2

∂ log(t2i + t2s + t2d)
1/4

∂∆

= − 3td
4(t2i + t2s + t2d)

∂td
∂∆

= − 3µ(∆ν)td
2ν3(t2i + t2s + t2d)

(2.34)

Here, the first line follows from toy model assumption 3, the second line follows from
Eq. (2.32), the and the last line follows from differentiating Eq. (2.33) with respect to DM.

To get the completeness term in the derivative (∂/∂∆)(dn2d
f /dz), we integrate Eq. (2.34)

over DM: (
∂

∂∆

dn2d
f

dz

)
completeness

=

∫
d(DM)

(
∂

∂∆

d2n2d
f

dz d(DM)

)

=

∫
d(DM)

(
d2n2d

f

dz d(DM)

)(
− 3µ(∆ν)td

2ν3(t2i + t2s + t2d)

)
(2.35)

In our toy model, the completeness term always gives a negative contribution to Cfg
` , since

increasing the DM of an FRB (at fixed fluence) decreases SNR. This is true under the
assumptions of our toy model, but is not guaranteed to be true in general. For example in
the CHIME/FRB real-time search, the RFI removal pipeline includes a filtering operation
which detrends intensity data along its radio frequency axis, removing signal from low-
DM events. In principle this gives a positive contribution to Cfg

` , although end-to-end
simulations of the CHIME/FRB triggering pipeline would be needed to determine whether
the overall sign is positive or negative.

Summarizing, in this section we have calculated two contributions to Cfg
` from propaga-

tion effects: a “DM-shifting” term and a “completeness” term. In both cases, the contribu-
tion to Cfg

` is calculated as follows. We compute the intermediate quantity (∂/∂∆)(dn2d
f /dz)

using Eq. (2.31) or Eq. (2.35), then the window function Wf (z) using Eq. (2.29), and finally
Cfg
` using Eq. (2.24).
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Finally, other studies have proposed to isolate these propagation effects to measure Pge
by cross-correlating galaxies with the 3D field ∆̄(θ) of DM averaged over all FRBs detected
in a particular direction θ. Such statistics are related to the DM moment of Cfg

` :

C∆̄g
` ∝

∑
i

DMi n
2d
fi
Cfig
` , (2.36)

where fi denotes the sample of FRBs in DM bin i centered on DMi. Since C∆̄g
` is a

moment of our clustering statistic Cfg
` , the former contains a subset of the astrophysical

information.

2.5.3 Numerical results

In this section, we numerically compare contributions to Cfg
` from spatial clustering, and

two propagation effects: DM-shifting (Eq. 2.31) and completeness (Eq. 2.35). For the
completeness effect, we have used FRB intrinsic width ti = 10−3 sec, and instrumental
parameters matching CHIME/FRB: time sampling ts = 10−3 sec, channel bandwidth ∆ν =
400 kHz, and central frequency ν = 600 MHz.

To visualize contributions to Cfg
` , we compress the power spectrum into two observ-

ables bf (dn
2d
f /dz) and γf (dn

2d
f /dz), as described in §2.4. To compute these observables for

propagation effects, we split the galaxy-electron power spectrum Pge into 2-halo and 1-halo
terms (see Eq. (A.42) in Appendix A). For ` . χ/Rhalo, these take the forms

P 2h
ge (k, z) → bg(z)be(z)Plin(k, z) (2.37)

P 1h
ge (k, z) →

n3d
ge(z)

n3d
g (z)n3d

e (z)
(2.38)

where n3d
e (z) is the 3D number density of free electrons, and n3d

ge(z) is defined by:

n3d
ge(z) =

∫
dM n3d

h (M, z)
〈
NgNe〉M,z (2.39)

similar to the definition of n3d
fg(z) in Eq. (2.18). Now a calculation combining Eqs. (2.16),

(2.22), (2.25), (2.37), (2.38) shows that the contribution to the power spectrum observables
(bfdn

2d
f /dz) and (γfdn

2d
f /dz) from propagation effects is:(

bf
dn2d

f

dz

)
prop

= Wf (z)
(
be(z)n2d

f

)
(2.40)(

γf
dn2d

f

dz

)
prop

= Wf (z)
(
γe(z)n2d

f

)
(2.41)
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Here, be(z) is the large-scale clustering bias of free electrons, which we will take to be 1.
The quantity γe(z) is defined by:

γe(z) =
n3d
g (z)

n3d
e (z)

n3d
ge(z)

n3d
gg(z)

(2.42)

similar to the definition of γf (z) given previously.

In Figures 2.6, 2.7, we show power spectrum observables bf (dn
2d
f /dz) and γf (dn

2d
f /dz)

from clustering and both propagation effects, in the (DM, z) plane. It is seen that propa-
gation effects are comparable in size to the clustering signal! However, it is qualitatively
clear from Figures 2.6, 2.7 that there is some scope for separating the two based on their
dependence on redshift and DM.

2.5.4 Ideas for separating spatial clustering from propagation ef-
fects

Propagation effects complicate interpretation of the FRB-galaxy cross spectrum Cfg
` . For

example, suppose a nonzero correlation is observed between high-DM FRBs and low-
redshift galaxies. In the absence of propagation effects, this would mean that the FRBs and
galaxies must overlap in redshift, implying a significant population of FRBs at low redshift
and large host DM. However, in the presence of propagation effects, another possibility
is that FRBs are at high redshift, and correlated to low-redshift galaxies via propagation
effects.

On the other hand, propagation effects add new information to Cfg
` . By treating

propagation effects as signal rather than noise, it may be possible to learn about the
distribution of electrons in the IGM. In this section, we will consider the question of how
the spatial clustering and propagation contributions to Cfg

` might be separated. Rather
than trying to anticipate every observational scenario which may arise, we will present
some general ideas.

Propagation effects can sometimes be eliminated by changing the way the FRB catalog
is selected. To take the case of dispersion, the DM-shifting term will be eliminated if
the FRB catalog is unbinned in DM. Of course, this also throws away information since
the DM-dependence of the clustering signal is of interest. The completeness term will be
eliminated if FRBs are selected in a fluence bin, rather than selecting FRBs above an SNR
threshold. The fluence bin must be complete, in the sense that all FRBs in the bin are
detected regardless of their dispersion. This may require restricting the cross-correlation
to fairly large fluence and discarding low-fluence FRBs in the catalog.
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Figure 2.6: Visual comparison between clustering and propagation contributions to the
clustering power spectrum Cfg

` , for our fiducial high-z FRB model and SDSS-DR8. Each
row corresponds to one such contribution: clustering (top), DM-shifting propagation ef-
fect (middle), and completeness propagation effect (bottom). Since Cfg

` is a function of
three variables (z,DM, `), we compress the `-dependence into two clustering observables
bfdnf/dz (left column) and γfdnf/dz (right column), as described in §2.4. Qualitatively, it
is clear that clustering and propagation effects may be distinguished based on their (z,DM)
dependence. 49
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Figure 2.7: Same as Figure 2.6, but for the fiducial low-z FRB model.
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Some propagation effects have a preferred sign, for example the completeness term in
Eq. (2.35) is negative, since adding dispersion makes FRBs harder to detect.4 Scattering
is another example of a propagation effect with a negative sign, for the same reason.

Propagation effects appear in the Cfg
` power spectrum via the product Wf (z)Pge(`/χ, z)

(Eq. 2.24). We will discuss separately how the window function Wf (z) and galaxy-electron
power spectrum Pge(k, z) might be modeled.

The window function Wf (z) may simplify in the limit of low z. As a concrete example,
consider the DM-shifting effect, where the window function is:

Wf (z) = ne,0
1 + z

H(z)

∫ ∞
z

dz′

n2d
f

[(
d2n2d

f

dz′ d(DM)

)
DMmin

−

(
d2n2d

f

dz′ d(DM)

)
DMmax

]
(2.43)

by combining Eqs. (2.29), (2.31). In the limit of low z this becomes:

lim
z→0

Wf (z) =
ne,0
H0

1

n2d
f

[(
dn2d

f

d(DM)

)
DMmin

−

(
dn2d

f

d(DM)

)
DMmax

]
(2.44)

where the derivative (dn2d
f /d(DM)) can be estimated directly from data, since it is just the

DM-derivative of the observed DM distribution.

A similar comment applies to other propagation effects: the z → 0 limit of the window
function Wf (z) can be estimated directly from the distribution of observed FRB parame-
ters, plus a model of the instrumental selection. Away from the z → 0 limit, the window
function will depend on the FRB redshift distribution, which is not directly observable.
On the other hand, this means that if the z dependence of Wf (z) can be measured, it
constrains the FRB redshift distribution.

Now we discuss modeling the galaxy-electron power spectrum Pge(k, z). On 2-halo
dominated scales, where Pge(k, z) = bg(z)be(z)Plin(k, z), this should be straightforward.
The galaxy bias bg(z) can be determined either from the galaxy auto power spectrum or
cross-correlations with gravitational lensing, and the electron bias be(z) is expected to be
very close to 1.

On 1-halo dominated scales, modeling Pge(k, z) is more difficult. One interesting near-
future possibility is to measure Pge(k, z) through the kSZ (kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich) effect
in the cosmic microwave background. Currently, the kSZ effect has been detected at a few

4As discussed near Eq. (2.35), this is true for our toy instrumental model, but not guaranteed to be
true for a real pipeline.
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sigma, but not constrained to high precision. However, measurements at the ≈10σ level
are imminent, and future CMB experiments such as Simons Observatory and CMB-S4
will measure Pge with percent-level accuracy [116, 1]. These measurements will be very
informative for modeling FRB propagation effects.

Less futuristically, the galaxy-matter power spectrum Pgm(k, z) can be measured using
cross-correlations between the galaxy catalog and gravitational lensing maps. On large
scales, Pgm(k, z) and Pge(k, z) are nearly equal, but on smaller scales they will differ since
dark matter halo profiles are expected to be more compact than electron profiles. Never-
theless, measuring Pgm may be a useful starting point for modeling Pge.

In a scenario where Pge(k, z) has been measured accurately as a function of k, the
`-dependence of Cfg

` is determined, even if the window function Wf (z) is completely un-
known. Therefore, it is possible to marginalize over propagation effects by fitting and
subtracting a (z-dependent) multiple of Pge(`/χ, z) from Cfg

` . This marginalization will
degrade clustering information to some extent. In the two-observable picture, statistical
errors would increase on one linear combination of bf (dn

2d
f /dz) and γf (dn

2d
f /dz).

Summarizing, there are several interesting ideas for modeling the separation of Cfg
`

into clustering and propagation signals. Which of these ideas proves to be most useful
will depend on which observational scenario emerges, and what auxiliary information is
available (e.g. kSZ).

2.6 Forecasts and signal-to-noise

2.6.1 Fisher matrix formalism

Our basic forecasting tool is the Fisher matrix, which we briefly review. Suppose we haveM
FRB fields f1, · · · , fM and N galaxy fields g1, · · · , gN . We will always assume that galaxy
fields are defined by narrow redshift bins, but FRB fields could be defined by binning in
DM or a different quantity, or the FRB field could be unbinned (M = 1).

We assume the FRB-galaxy cross power spectrum is of the form:

C
figj
` =

∑
µ

AµC
figj(µ)
` (2.45)

where µ = 1, · · · , P . That is, the power spectrum is the sum of P terms whose `, i, j
dependence is fixed by a model, but whose coefficients Aµ are to be determined from data.
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For example, we could take µ ∈ {1h, 2h} with P = 2, to forecast constraints on the overall
amplitude of the 1-halo and 2-halo clustering terms. Propagation effects can similarly be
included in the forecast.

Given this setup, the P -by-P Fisher matrix is:

Fµν = Ω
∑
ij

∫
` d`

2π

C
figj(µ)
` C

figj(ν)
`

Cfifi
` C

gjgj
`

(2.46)

We assume that FRB auto power spectra are Poisson noise dominated, i.e.

Cfifi
` =

(
n2d
fi

)−1
(2.47)

but have written Cfifi
` in Eq. (2.46) for notational uniformity.

The Fisher matrix is the forecasted inverse covariance matrix of the amplitude param-
eters Aµ in Eq. (2.45). For example, if P = 1, then the 1-by-1 Fisher “matrix” F is the
SNR2, and the statistical error on the amplitude parameter is σ(A) = 1/

√
F .

A few technical comments. The form of the Fisher matrix in Eq. (2.46) assumes that
FRB and galaxy fields are each uncorrelated, i.e.

C
fifj
` = δijC

fifi
` C

gigj
` = δijC

gigi
` (2.48)

This assumption is satisfied for FRB fields, since we are assuming that auto spectra are
Poisson noise dominated. The galaxy fields will also be uncorrelated if they are defined by
a set of non-overlapping redshift bins. Eq. (2.46) also assumes that Cfg

` � (Cff
` Cgg

` )1/2 in
the fiducial model. This will be a good approximation if the FRB number density is not
too large. Finally, in Eq. (2.46) we have written the Fisher matrix as a double sum over
(redshift, DM) bins for maximum generality, but for numerical forecasts we take the limit
of narrow bins, by replacing the sum by an appropriate double integral.

2.6.2 Numerical results

In Table 2.1, we show SNR forecasts for several FRB and galaxy surveys. We report SNR
separately for six contributions to the power spectrum Cfg

` as follows. First, we split the
power spectrum into three terms from gravitational clustering, and the DM-shifting and
completeness propagation effects described in §2.5. We then split each of these terms into
1-halo and 2-halo contributions, for a total of 6 terms. Each SNR entry in Table 2.1 is given
by
√
Fii, where Fii is the appropriate diagonal element of the 6-by-6 Fisher matrix. This
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Clustering DM-shifting Completeness
1h 2h 1h 2h 1h 2h

High-z FRB model
SDSS-DR8, θf = 1′ 25 6.1 18 5.8 1.2 0.4
SDSS-DR8, θf = 10′ 6.9 5.8 8.3 5.6 0.57 0.38
SDSS-DR8, θf = 30′ 2.4 4.9 5 4.9 0.34 0.33
2MPZ, θf = 1′ 8.2 1.8 10 2.8 0.72 0.2
2MPZ, θf = 10′ 4.8 1.7 7.4 2.8 0.51 0.2
2MPZ, θf = 30′ 2.2 1.7 4.8 2.8 0.32 0.19
DESI-ELG, θf = 1′ 12 4.6 5.4 3.4 0.34 0.22
DESI-ELG, θf = 10′ 1.9 4.2 0.85 3.1 0.055 0.2
DESI-ELG, θf = 30′ 0.49 3.2 0.22 2.4 0.014 0.15
Low-z FRB model
SDSS-DR8, θf = 1′ 103 14 4.4 0.74 0.28 0.049
SDSS-DR8, θf = 10′ 87 14 4.1 0.74 0.26 0.049
SDSS-DR8, θf = 30′ 63 14 3.5 0.74 0.22 0.048
2MPZ, θf = 1′ 92 13 3.9 0.7 0.25 0.046
2MPZ, θf = 10′ 82 13 3.7 0.7 0.24 0.046
2MPZ, θf = 30′ 62 13 3.2 0.7 0.21 0.046

Table 2.1: Forecasted SNR for FRB-galaxy cross-correlations. Each row corresponds to
a choice of FRB model, galaxy survey, and FRB angular resolution θf . Each column
corresponds to one contribution to the FRB-galaxy power spectrum. Each entry is total
SNR after summing over angular wavenumber `, and a narrow set of redshift and DM bins.
We have assumed a catalog with NFRB = 1000 FRBs (DMmax = 104 pc cm−3); in general
each SNR value scales as N

1/2
FRB.
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corresponds to SNR of each contribution considered individually, without marginalizing
the amplitude of the other terms in a joint fit.

The forecasts are extremely promising: a CHIME/FRB-like experiment which measures
catalogs of ∼ 103 FRBs with few-arcminute angular resolution can measure the clustering
signal with high SNR. The precise value depends on the FRB redshift distribution and
choice of galaxy survey, but can be as large as ≈ 100 in the low-z FRB model. As
a consequence of the high total SNR, the FRB-galaxy correlation can be split up and
measured in (z,DM) bins, allowing the redshift distribution (or rather, the observables
bfdnf/dz and γfdnf/dz) to be measured.

One interesting feature of Table 2.1 is that if FRBs do extend to high redshift, the cross-
correlation with a high-redshift galaxy sample is detectable (e.g. SNR=12 for the high-z
FRB model, DESI-ELG, and θf = 1 arcminute). Angular cross-correlations should be a
powerful tool for probing the high-z end of the FRB redshift distribution, where galaxy
surveys are far from complete, and FRB host galaxy associations are difficult.

To get a sense for the level of correlation between different contributions to the FRB-
galaxy power spectrum, we rescale the Fisher matrix to a correlation matrix rij =
Fij/(FiiFjj)

1/2 whose entries are between −1 and 1. Using the SDSS-DR8 galaxy sur-
vey and high-z FRB model, we get:

1.00 0.20 −0.76 −0.17 −0.10 −0.03
0.20 1.00 −0.14 −0.83 −0.02 −0.14
−0.76 −0.14 1.00 0.19 −0.22 −0.04
−0.17 −0.83 0.19 1.00 −0.04 −0.23
−0.10 −0.02 −0.22 −0.04 1.00 0.19
−0.03 −0.14 −0.04 −0.23 0.19 1.00

 (2.49)

where the row ordering is the same as Table 2.1. We see that there is not much correlation
between 1-halo and 2-halo signals, but the clustering signal is fairly anti-correlated to the
DM-shifting signal. The correlation is not perfect, since there is some difference in the
(redshift, DM) dependence, as can be seen directly by comparing the top and middle rows
of Figure 2.6. The correlation matrix depends to some degree on model assumptions. For
example, in the low-z FRB model, the correlation matrix is:

1.00 0.17 −0.02 −0.00 −0.78 −0.16
0.17 1.00 −0.00 −0.02 −0.13 −0.86
−0.02 −0.00 1.00 0.19 −0.19 −0.04
−0.00 −0.02 0.19 1.00 −0.04 −0.20
−0.78 −0.13 −0.19 −0.04 1.00 0.19
−0.16 −0.86 −0.04 −0.20 0.19 1.00

 (2.50)
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Figure 2.8: Forecasted SNR of FRB-galaxy cross power, for varying choices of maximum
redshift zmax and maximum angular wavenumber `max, after summing over narrow (DM, z)
bins. Left panel: Fiducial low-z FRB model and SDSS-DR8 galaxies. Right panel: Fiducial
high-z FRB model and SDSS-DR8 galaxies.

where we have assumed the SDSS-DR8 galaxy survey. Here, there is a large correlation
between clustering and completeness terms. (However, Table 2.1 shows that completeness
terms are small in the low-z FRB model.)

Figure 2.8 shows the evolution of total SNR as a function of angular wavenumber and
redshift. In the analysis of real data, large scales (` . 20) may be contaminated by Galactic
systematic effects, such as dust extinction. Figure 2.8 shows that these scales make a small
contribution to the total SNR, so our forecasts are robust against such systematics.

2.7 Simulations

Our SNR forecasts in the previous section make the approximation that the FRB and
galaxy fields are Gaussian. More precisely, we are assuming that the bandpower covariance
of the FRB-galaxy power spectrum is given by the Gaussian (or disconnected) form:

Cov(Cfg
b , C

fg
b′ ) ≈ Cff

b Cgg
b

fsky(`
(b)2
max − `(b)2

min)
δbb′ (2.51)

where Cfg
b denotes the estimated FRB-galaxy power in a set of non-overlapping `-bands

`
(b)
min ≤ ` ≤ `

(b)
max with b = 1, · · · , Nbands, and we have assumed Cfg

` � (Cff
` Cgg

` )1/2.
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In reality, FRB and galaxy fields are non-Gaussian. The FRB catalog consists of a
modest number of objects which obey Poisson (not Gaussian) statistics. Galaxy catalogs
are larger, but Poisson statistics of the underlying halos may be important, since the
number of halos is smaller than the number of galaxies. The purpose of this section is to
determine whether the Gaussian covariance (2.51) is a good approximation, by carrying
out Monte Carlo simulations of galaxies and FRBs.

2.7.1 Description of simulation pipeline

Our simulation pipeline is based on the halo model from §2.2 and Appendix A. We use
the high-z FRB model and SDSS-DR8 galaxy survey. Because non-Gaussian effects are
expected to be largest for the 1-halo term, our simulation pipeline only includes 1-halo
clustering. In particular, we do not simulate the Gaussian linear density field δlin, because
it is not needed to simulate 1-halo clustering.

We use a 10× 10 deg2 sky patch, in the flat-sky approximation with periodic boundary
conditions. We sample Poisson random halos in 100 redshift bins, and 500 logarithmically-
spaced mass bins between Mf and Mmax = 1017h−1M�. For each halo, we assign an FRB
and galaxy count by sampling a Poisson random variable whose expectation value is given
by the HODs in Eqs. (A.15), (A.20). For each FRB and galaxy, we assign a 3D location
within the halo using the NFW profile (Eq. A.7). Angular positions are computed by
projecting 3D positions onto the sky patch. In the case of FRBs, we convolve sky locations
by the beam (Eq. A.34). Finally, FRBs are assigned a random DM, which is the sum of
the IGM contribution DMIGM(z) and a random host contribution DMhost (see Eq. A.23).

Next, we grid the FRB and galaxy catalogs onto a real-space 2049× 2049 pixelization
with resolution ≈ 0.3 arcminutes, using the cloud-in-cell (CIC) weighting scheme. We
take the Fourier transform to obtain Fourier-space fields δf (`), δg(`). Then, following
Eq. (A.37), we estimate the angular cross power spectrum Cfg

` by averaging the cross
power 〈δf (`)∗ δg(`)〉 in a non-overlapping set of `-bins.

2.7.2 Numerical results

We run the pipeline for 105 MC realizations and find that the cross power spectrum Cfg
`

of the simulations agrees with the numerical calculation of C
fg(1h)
` , for a few (DM, z)

binning schemes. To compare the bandpower covariance to the Gaussian approximation
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in Eq. (2.51), we first estimate the covariance of the simulations as:

Cov(Cfg
b , C

fg
b′ ) =

(
1

nsim − 1

) nsim∑
i=1

(Cfg,i
b − 〈Cfg

b 〉)(C
fg,i
b′ − 〈C

fg
b′ 〉) (2.52)

In Figure 2.9, we show the bandpower correlation matrix rbb′ , obtained from the Monte
Carlo covariance matrix Cbb′ in Eq. (2.51) by

rbb′ =
Cbb′

(CbbCb′b′)1/2
(2.53)

For a Gaussian field, rbb′ is the identity (distinct bandpowers are uncorrelated). In our
simulations, we do see off-diagonal correlations due to non-Gaussian statistics, but the
correlations are small (≈ 20% for adjacent bands).

In Figure 2.10, we compare the total SNR of the FRB-galaxy cross-correlation obtained
from simulations to the Gaussian approximation. The total SNR was computed as:

SNR2 =
∑
b,b′

(Cfg
b ) Cov(Cfg

b , C
fg
b′ )−1(Cfg

b′ ) (2.54)

where Cov(Cfg
b , C

fg
b′ ) is either the Monte Carlo covariance matrix in Eq. (2.52) or the

Gaussian approximation in Eq. (2.51). From Figure 2.10, the total SNR in the simulations
agrees almost perfectly with the Gaussian forecast. This indicates that our forecasts in
previous sections, which assume Gaussian statistics, are good approximations to the true
non-Gaussian statistics of the FRB and galaxy fields.

2.8 Discussion

In summary, use of angular cross-correlations allows telescopes with high mapping speed
and modest angular resolution to constrain quantities which appear to require host galaxy
associations, such as the FRB redshift distribution. Angular cross-correlations may also
be detectable at high redshift, where galaxy surveys are far from complete, and FRB
host galaxy associations are difficult. This dramatically extends the scientific reach of
instruments like CHIME/FRB.

One complication is that the FRB redshift distribution (dnf/dz) is not quite directly
measurable. In §2.4 we studied this issue and showed that there are two clustering observ-
ables (bfdnf/dz) and (γfdnf/dz) in the 2-halo and 1-halo regimes respectively. Here, bf is
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Figure 2.9: Bandpower correlation matrix rbb′ of the FRB-galaxy cross power spectrum
C
fg(1h)
` , estimated from simulations (see Eq. 2.53). We have used the fiducial high-z FRB

model, SDSS-DR8 galaxies, FRB angular resolution θf = 1′, and maximum dispersion
measure DMmax = 104 pc cm−3 . Correlations between bandpowers are ≈ 20% for adjacent
`-bins, and decay rapidly after that. This is one way of quantifying the importance of non-
Gaussian statistics, since off-diagonal correlations would be zero if the FRB and galaxy
fields were Gaussian.
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sian forecasts used throughout the chapter. We have used the fiducial high-z FRB model,
SDSS-DR8 galaxies, FRB angular resolution θf = 1′, and maximum dispersion measure
DMmax = 104 pc cm−3 .
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the usual large-scale bias parameter, and the quantity γf (defined in Eq. 2.19) depends on
details of HODs.

Propagation effects can produce contributions to Cfg
` which are comparable to the

intrinsic clustering signal. This means, for example, that if a nonzero correlation is observed
between FRBs and low-redshift galaxies, one cannot definitively conclude that a substantial
population of FRBs exists at low z. The correlation could instead be due to the clustering
of low-z galaxies with free electrons, which modulate the abundance of FRBs observed at
higher z through either selection effects or by shifting FRBs between DM bins.

Propagation effects can be separated from clustering based on their dependence as
functions of (z,DM, `). This is shown qualitatively in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, where clustering
and propagation signals have very different (z,DM) dependence (after compressing the `
dependence into the two clustering observables (bfdnf/dz) and (γfdnf/dz)). For a longer,
more systematic discussion, see §2.5.4.

Propagation effects are both a potential contaminant of the clustering signal, and a
potential source of information about ionized electrons in the universe. Indeed, the “DM-
shifting” propagation effect identified in §2.5 can be used to probe the distribution of
electrons in the CGM, along the lines of [75, 74, 113, 99, 81, 69].

We now interpret our forecasts in relation to the 3σ correlation between ASKAP-
discovered FRBs and 2MPZ galaxies measured in [63]. Scaling to a sample of 21 galaxies,
and noting the weak dependence on angular resolution, our low-z FRB model predicts an
intrinsic clustering correlation SNR of roughly 12, a factor of 4 higher than that observed.
While it is not straightforward to interpret SNR units—the difference could be one of
either signal amplitude, estimator optimality, or modeling—this would nonetheless seem
to disfavor a completely nearby population. However, the measured SNR is far greater
than what our high-z FRB model predicts and cannot be explained by DM-shifting (the
measurement was unbinned in DM) or completeness as modeled (wrong sign and too small
of an amplitude). As such, we suggest that the true FRB population may be somewhere
between these two models, which could still be consistent with the 3 direct localizations
(at high redshifts z = 0.19, 0.32, 0.66).

The results in this chapter can be extended in several directions. We have not con-
sidered all possible propagation effects (e.g. scattering, plasma lensing), or fully explored
the impact of various model assumptions (e.g. free electron profiles). We have explored
the effect of binning the FRB catalog in DM, but not binning in other FRB observables.
One particularly interesting possibility will be binning FRBs by observed flux F . By mea-
suring the FRB distribution d2nf/(dz dF ) as a function of redshift and flux, the intrinsic
luminosities of FRBs can be constrained.
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The galaxy catalog can also be binned in different ways. As an interesting example
which also illustrates subtleties in the interpretation, suppose we bin galaxies by estimated
star formation rate, in order to determine whether FRBs are statistically associated with
star formation. If the FRB-galaxy correlation is observed to be larger for star-forming
galaxies, how should this be interpreted?

The answer depends on the angular scale ` where the power spectrum Cfg
` is mea-

sured. On angular scales which are 2-halo dominated, FRBs and galaxies correlate via the
observable (bfbgdnf/dz), so the observation just means that the galaxy bias bg is larger
for star-forming galaxies. On 1-halo dominated scales, the observation would imply that
FRBs preferentially inhabit halos which contain star-forming galaxies, but this does not
necessarily imply that FRBs inhabit the star-forming galaxies themselves. Finally, at very
high ` where Cfg

` is dominated by the Poisson term (a regime which we have mostly ig-
nored in this chapter, but see discussion in §2.3), the observation would imply that FRBs
do preferentially inhabit star-forming galaxies.

In this chapter, we have developed tools for analysis and interpretation of FRB-galaxy
cross-correlations. This work was largely motivated by analysis of CHIME/FRB data in
progress, to be reported separately in the near future.
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Chapter 3

Cross-correlating CHIME/FRB
sources with galaxies

The CHIME/FRB Project has recently released its first catalog of fast radio bursts (FRBs),
containing 492 unique sources. We present results from angular cross-correlations of
CHIME/FRB sources with galaxy catalogs. We find a statistically significant (p-value
∼ 10−4, accounting for look-elsewhere factors) cross-correlation between CHIME FRBs
and galaxies in the redshift range 0.3 . z . 0.5, in three photometric galaxy surveys:
WISE×SCOS, DESI-BGS, and DESI-LRG. The level of cross-correlation is consistent with
an order-one fraction of the CHIME FRBs being in the same dark matter halos as survey
galaxies in this redshift range. We find statistical evidence for a population of FRBs with
large host dispersion measure (∼ 400 pc cm−3), and show that this can plausibly arise from
gas in large halos (M ∼ 1014M�), for FRBs near the halo center (r . 100 kpc). These
results will improve in future CHIME/FRB catalogs, with more FRBs and better angular
resolution.

3.1 Introduction

Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are millisecond flashes of radio waves whose dispersion is beyond
what we expect from Galactic models along the line of sight. The origin of FRBs is
still a mystery, despite over a decade of observations and theoretical exploration (see, e.g.
[35, 87, 90]). The Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment / Fast Radio Burst
Project [23] has recently released its first catalog of fast radio bursts (FRBs) containing
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492 unique sources [29], increasing the number of known FRBs by a factor ∼4.1 This
unprecedented sample size is a new opportunity for statistical studies of FRBs.

The angular resolution of CHIME/FRB is not sufficient to associate FRBs with unique
host galaxies, except for some FRBs at very low DM, for example a repeating CHIME
FRB associated with M81 [16]. This appears to put some science questions out of reach,
such as determining the redshift distribution of CHIME FRBs.

However, with large enough catalogs of both FRBs and galaxies, it is possible to asso-
ciate FRBs with galaxies statistically, using angular cross-correlations. Intuitively, if the
angular resolution θf of an FRB experiment is too large for unique host galaxy associa-
tions, there will still be an excess probability (relative to a random point on the sky) to
observe FRBs within distance ∼ θf of a galaxy. Formally, this corresponds to a cross-
correlation between the FRB and galaxy catalogs, which we will define precisely in §3.3.
By measuring the correlation as a function of galaxy redshift and FRB dispersion measure
(defined below), the redshift distribution and related properties of the FRB population can
be constrained, even in the absence of per-object associations.

FRB-galaxy cross-correlations have been proposed in a forecasting context [75, 74, 113,
69, 95, 103, 102, 6], and applied to the ASKAP and 2MPZ/HIPASS catalogs by [63]. In
this chapter, we will use machinery developed in §2 [95] for modeling the FRB-galaxy
cross-correlation, and disentangling it from propagation effects. This machinery uses the
halo model for cosmological large-scale structure (LSS); for a review see [33].

Before summarizing the main results presented here, we recall the definition of FRB
dispersion measure (DM). FRBs are dispersed: the arrival time at radio frequency ν is
delayed, by an amount proportional to ν−2. The dispersion is proportional to the DM,
defined as the free electron column density along the line of sight:

DM ≡
∫
ne(x) dx . (3.1)

Since FRBs have not been observed to have spectral lines, FRB redshifts are not directly
observable. However, the DM is a rough proxy for redshift [68]. We write the total DM as
the sum of contributions from our Galaxy and halo (DMgal), the IGM (DMIGM), and the
FRB host galaxy and halo (DMhost):

DM = DMgal + DMIGM(z) + DMhost . (3.2)

1For a complete list of known FRBs, see https://www.herta-experiment.org/frbstats [118] or the
TNS [89].
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The IGM contribution DMIGM(z) is given by the Macquart relation:

DMIGM(z) = ne,0

∫ z

0

dz′ fd(z
′)

1 + z′

H(z′)
, (3.3)

where fd(z) is the mean electron ionization fraction at redshift z, ne,0 = 2.13× 10−7 cm−3

is the comoving electron density, and H(z) is the Hubble expansion rate. If fd is assumed
independent of redshift, then Eq. (3.3) has the following useful approximation:

DMIGM(z) ≈
(

1000 pc cm−3
)
fdz (3.4)

We checked that this approximation is accurate to 6% for z ≤ 3, assuming that he-
lium reionization is complete by z = 3. By default, we assume fd = 0.9, which implies
DMIGM(z) ≈ 900z pc cm−3.

We briefly summarize the main results of the chapter. We find a statistically significant
correlation between CHIME FRBs and galaxies in the redshift range 0.3 . z . 0.5.
The correlation is seen in three photometric galaxy surveys: WISE×SCOS, DESI-BGS,
and DESI-LRG (described in §3.2.2). The statistical significance of the detection in each
survey is p ∼ (2.7 × 10−5), (3.1 × 10−4), and (4.1 × 10−4), respectively. These p-values
account for look-elsewhere effects, in both angular scale and redshift range. The observed
level of correlation is consistent with an order-one fraction of CHIME FRBs inhabiting the
same dark matter halos as galaxies in these surveys. CHIME/FRB does not resolve halos,
so we cannot distinguish between FRBs in survey galaxies, and FRBs in the same halos as
survey galaxies.

We study the DM dependence of the FRB-galaxy correlation, and find a correlation
between high-DM (extragalactic DM ≥ 785 pc cm−3) FRBs and galaxies at z ∼ 0.4. This
implies the existence of an FRB subpopulation with host DM & 400 pc cm−3. Such large
host DMs have not yet been seen in observations that directly associate FRBs with host
galaxies. To date, 14 FRBs (excluding a Galactic magnetar, see [27, 19]) have been localized
to host galaxies, all of which have DMhost . 200 pc cm−3. In §3.4.2, we explain why these
observations are not in conflict. We also show that host DMs & 400 pc cm−3 can arise from
ionized gas in large (M & 1014M�) dark matter halos, if FRBs are located near the halo
center (r . 100 kpc).

This chapter is structured as follows. In §3.2, we describe the observations and data
reduction. Clustering results are presented in §3.3 and interpreted in §3.4. We conclude
in §3.5. Throughout, we adopt a flat ΛCDM cosmology with Hubble expansion rate h =
0.67, matter abundance Ωm = 0.315, baryon abundance Ωb = 0.048, initial power spectrum
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amplitude As = 2.10 × 10−9, spectral index ns = 0.965, neutrino mass
∑

νmν = 0.06 eV,
and CMB temperature TCMB = 2.726 K. These parameters are consistent with Planck
results [3].

3.2 Data

3.2.1 FRB catalog

The first CHIME/FRB catalog is described in [29]. In order to maximize localization pre-
cision and to simplify selection biases, we include only a single burst with the highest sig-
nificance for each repeating FRB in this analysis. This treats repeating and non-repeating
FRBs as a single population. In future CHIME/FRB catalogs with more repeaters, it
would be interesting to analyze the two populations separately. In CHIME/FRB, there
is currently no evidence that repeaters and non-repeaters have different sky distribu-
tions [29]. We also exclude three sidelobe detections (FRB20190210D, FRB20190125B,
FRB20190202B), leaving a sample of 489 unique sources. We do not exclude FRBs with
excluded_flag=1, indicating an epoch of low sensitivity, since we expect the localization
accuracy of such FRBs to be similar to the main catalog.

Throughout this chapter, all DM values are extragalactic. That is, before further pro-
cessing of the CHIME FRBs, we subtract the Galactic contribution DMgal from the ob-
served DM. The value of DMgal is estimated using the YMW16 [126] model. In §3.4.2,
we show that using the NE2001 [34] model does not affect results qualitatively. The
CHIME/FRB extragalactic DM distribution is shown in Figure 3.1.

We do not subtract an estimate of the Milky Way halo DM, since the halo DM is
currently poorly constrained by observations. The range of allowed values is roughly 10 .
DMhalo . 100 pc cm−3, and the (dipole-dominated) anisotropy is expected to be small [93,
55]. The results of this chapter are qualitatively unaffected by the value of DMhalo.

The CHIME/FRB pipeline assigns a nominal sky location to each FRB based on the
observed SNR in each of 1024 formed beams. In the simplest case of an FRB that is
detected only in a single formed beam, the nominal location is the center of the formed
beam. For multi-beam detections, the nominal location is roughly a weighted average of
the beam centers [25, 29]. Statistical errors on CHIME/FRB locations are difficult to
model, since they depend on both the details of the CHIME telescope, and selection biases
which depend on the underlying FRB population. We discuss this further in §3.3.1 and
Appendix C.
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Survey fsky [zmin, zmax] zmed Ngal NFRB

2MPZ 0.647 [0.0, 0.3] 0.08 670,442 323
WISE×SCOS 0.638 [0.0, 0.5] 0.16 6,931,441 310

DESI-BGS 0.118 [0.05, 0.4] 0.22 5,304,153 183
DESI-LRG 0.118 [0.3, 1.0] 0.69 2,331,043 183
DESI-ELG 0.055 [0.6, 1.4] 1.09 5,314,194 62
BGS+LRG 0.118 [0.05, 1.0] 0.28 7,690,819 183

Table 3.1: Galaxy survey parameters: sky fraction fsky (not accounting for CHIME/FRB
coverage), redshift range [zmin, zmax], median redshift zmed, total number of unmasked galax-
ies Ngal, and number of FRBs NFRB overlapping the survey. The “BGS+LRG” catalog is
used only in §3.3.5, and consists of all unique objects from the DESI-BGS and DESI-LRG
catalogs.

3.2.2 Galaxy catalogs

On the galaxy side, we have chosen five photometric redshift catalogs: 2MPZ, WISE×SCOS,
DESI-BGS, DESI-LRG, and DESI-ELG. Note that the DESI catalogs are the photometric
target samples for forthcoming spectroscopic DESI surveys with the same names. Table 3.1
summarizes key properties of our reduced samples for the cross-correlation analysis, and
the redshift distributions are shown in Figure 3.1.

The 2MASS Photometric Redshift (2MPZ) catalog [17] contains ∼1 million galaxies
with z . 0.3 (redshift error σz ∼ 0.02), enabling the construction of a 3D view of large-
scale structure at low redshifts (see, e.g. [5, 8]). In this work, we use the mask made by
[5] for the 2MPZ catalog. Following [17], we discard galaxies whose Ks-band magnitude is
below the completeness limit mKs = 13.9.

The WISE×SuperCOSMOS photometric redshift catalog (WISE×SCOS, [18]) contains
∼20 million point sources with z . 0.5 (σz ∼ 0.03) over 70% of the sky, making it a versatile
dataset for cross-correlation studies. In this work, we use a slightly modified catalog [59],
which includes probabilities (pgal, pstar, pqso) for each object to be a galaxy, star, or quasar,
respectively. We use objects with pgal ≥ 0.9, which is consistent with the weighted mean
purity of identified galaxies across the W1 band [59]. We use a standard mask2 to remove
the Galactic foreground, Magellanic Clouds and bright stars. Additionally, we mask out

2http://ssa.roe.ac.uk/WISExSCOS.html
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regions that are contaminated visually due to their proximity to the Galactic plane:

(|b| ≤ 20◦) and ((0◦ ≤ l ≤ 30◦) or (330◦ ≤ l ≤ 360◦)) ,

(|b| ≤ 18◦) and ((30◦ ≤ l ≤ 60◦) or (300◦ ≤ l ≤ 330◦)) ,

(|b| ≤ 17◦) and (0◦ ≤ l ≤ 360◦) . (3.5)

The Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) Legacy Imaging Surveys [36] were
designed to identify galaxies for spectroscopic follow-up. We use the catalogs from the
DR8 release, with photometric redshifts from [130]. Following DESI, we consider three
samples: the Bright Galaxy Survey (BGS), the Luminous Red Galaxy (LRG) sample, and
the Emission Line Galaxy (ELG) sample, corresponding to redshift ranges 0.05 ≤ z ≤ 0.4,
0.3 ≤ z ≤ 1, and 0.6 ≤ z ≤ 1.4 respectively (Figure 3.1).

For each of the three DESI samples, we define survey geometry cuts as follows. For
simplicity, we restrict to the Northern part of the survey (Dec > 32.◦375, b ≥ +17◦), which
contains ∼2 times as many CHIME/FRB sources as the Southern part. Note that the
Nothern and Southern DESI surveys are obtained from different telescopes and may have
different systematics. For the DESI-ELG sample, we impose the additional constraint
b ≥ +45◦ in order to mitigate systematic depth variations. We restrict to sky regions that
were observed at least twice in each of the {g, r, z} bands [130]. We mask bad pixels, bright
stars, large galaxies, and globular clusters using the appropriate DESI bitmask.3

In addition to these geometric cuts, we impose per-object cuts on the DESI catalogs by
removing point-like objects (TYPE=PSF), and applying the appropriate color cuts for each
of the three surveys. Color cuts for the BGS, LRG, and ELG catalogs are defined by [106],
[129], and [97] respectively. For BGS, we include both “faint” (19.5 < r < 20) and “bright”
(r < 19.5) galaxies (terminology from [106]). For BGS and LRG, we exclude objects with
poorly constrained photometric redshifts (zphot,std > 0.08). Our final BGS, LRG and ELG
samples have typical redshift error σz ∼ 0.03, 0.04, and 0.15 respectively.

3.3 FRB-galaxy correlation results

In this section, we describe our pipeline for computing the FRB-galaxy cross power spec-
trum. The pipeline consists of mapping sources onto a sky grid, then computing the
spherical harmonic transform and the angular power spectrum. Error bars are assigned
using mock FRB catalogs.

3MASKBITS 1, 5–9, and 11–13, defined here: https://www.legacysurvey.org/dr8/bitmasks/
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Figure 3.1: Top panel: Redshift distributions for the five galaxy samples in this chap-
ter (§3.2.2). Bottom panel: FRB extragalactic dispersion measure distributions for the
CHIME/FRB catalog (solid), and for the subset of the CHIME/FRB catalog which over-
laps spatially with each galaxy survey.
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3.3.1 Pipeline overview

Our central statistic is the angular power spectrum Cfg
` , a Fourier-space statistic that

measures the level of correlation between the FRB catalog f and galaxy catalog g, as a
function of angular wavenumber `. Formally, Cfg

` is defined by:〈
af`ma

g∗
`′m′

〉
= Cfg

` δ``′δmm′ , (3.6)

where aY`m is the spherical harmonic transform of catalog Y ∈ {f, g} (the all-sky ana-
log of the Fourier transform on the flat sky). Intuitively, a detection of nonzero Cfg

` at
wavenumber ` corresponds to a pixel-space angular correlation at separation θ ∼ `−1.

The power spectrum Cfg
` is not the only way of representing a cross-correlation between

catalogs as a function of scale. Another possibility is the correlation function ζ(θ), obtained
by counting pairs of objects whose angular separation θ lies in a set of non-overlapping
bins. This method was used by [63] to correlate ASKAP FRBs with nearby galaxies. The
power spectrum Cfg

` and correlation function ζ(θ) are related to each other by the Legendre
transform ζ(θ) =

∑
`(2`+ 1)/(4π)Cfg

` P`(cos θ). Therefore, Cfg
` and ζ(θ) contain the same

information, and the choice of which one to use is a matter of convenience. We have used
the power spectrum Cfg

` , since it has the property that non-overlapping `-bins are nearly
uncorrelated, making it straightforward to infer statistical significance from plots.

Throughout the chapter, it will be useful to have a model FRB-galaxy power spectrum
Cfg
` in mind. In Figure 3.2, we show Cfg

` for a galaxy population at z ∼ 0.4, calculated
using the “high-z” FRB model from §2 [95], with median FRB redshift z = 0.76. The
main features of Cfg

` are as follows:

• The leftmost peak at ` ∼ 102 is the two-halo term C
fg(2h)
` , which arises from FRBs

and galaxies in different halos. The two-halo term does not probe the details of FRB-
galaxy associations; it arises because FRBs and galaxies both inhabit halos, and halos
are clustered on ∼ 100 Mpc scales (the correlation length of the cosmological density
field).

• The rightmost peak at ` ∼ 103 is the one-halo term C
fg(1h)
` , which is sourced by

(FRB, galaxy) pairs in the same dark matter halo.

• For completeness, we note that for ` & 104, there is a “Poisson” term (not shown
in Figure 3.2) that is sourced by FRBs in catalog galaxies (not elsewhere in the
halo). CHIME/FRB’s limited angular resolution suppresses Cfg

` at high `, hiding
the Poisson term. Intuitively, this is because CHIME/FRB cannot resolve different
galaxies in the same dark matter halo.
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Figure 3.2: Model FRB-galaxy power spectrum Cfg
` from §3.3.1, for a galaxy population

near z ∼ 0.37 and FRB angular resolution 1′. Note that we have plotted (`Cfg
` ), for

consistency with later plots in the chapter. In this and later plots in the chapter, the
angular scale on the top axis is θ = π/`, and is intended to provide an intuitive mapping
between angular multipole ` and an angular scale.

Although the one-halo and two-halo terms look comparable in Figure 3.2, the SNR of
the one-halo term is a few times larger. In this chapter, we do not detect the two-halo
term with statistical significance (see Figures 3.7–3.9). Therefore, throughout the chapter
we will often neglect the two-halo term, and make the approximation Cfg

` ≈ C
fg(1h)
` .

The one-halo term C
fg(1h)
` is constant in ` for ` . 103, and suppressed for ` & 103.

(Note that in Figure 3.2, we have plotted `Cfg
` , for consistency with later figures in the

chapter.) The high-` suppression arises from two effects: (1) statistical errors on FRB
positions (the CHIME/FRB “beam”), and (2) displacements between FRBs and galaxies
in the same dark matter halo.

Within the statistical errors of the Cfg
` measurement in this chapter, both effects can
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be modeled as Gaussian, i.e. high-` suppression of the form e−`
2/L2

:

C
fg(1h)
` = αe−`

2/L2

, (3.7)

where we have omitted the two-halo term since we do not detect it with statistical signifi-
cance. In principle, the value of L in Eq. (3.7) is computable, given models for statistical
errors on CHIME FRB sky locations, and FRB/galaxy profiles within dark matter halos.
However, FRB halo profiles are currently poorly constrained, and CHIME FRB location
errors are difficult to model, since they depend on both instrumental selection effects and
details of the FRB population. In Appendix C, we explore modeling issues in detail, and
show that a plausible (but conservative, i.e. wide) range of L-values is 315 ≤ L ≤ 1396.

Summarizing the above discussion, our pipeline works as follows. We measure the
angular power spectrum Cfg

` from the FRB and galaxy catalogs, and fit the `-dependence
to the template form Cfg

` = αe−`
2/L2

in Eq. (3.7). We treat the amplitude α as a free
parameter, and vary the template scale L over the range 315 ≤ L ≤ 1396, to evaluate the
correlation amplitude as a function of scale.

3.3.2 Overdensity maps

Turning now to implementation, the first step in our pipeline is to convert the FRB and
galaxy catalogs into “overdensity” maps δf (x), δg(x), defined by:

δY (x) =
1

n2d
Y Ωpix

(
NY ∈x −NY ∈x

)
(3.8)

Here, Y ∈ {f, g} denotes a catalog, x denotes an angular pixel, NY ∈x denotes the number
of catalog objects in pixel x, and NY ∈x denotes the expected number of catalog objects
in pixel x due to the survey geometry. The prefactor 1/(n2d

Y Ωpix) is conventional, where
n2d
Y is the 2D number density and Ωpix is the pixel area. For CHIME/FRB, the expected

number density N f∈x depends on declination. The definition (3.8) of δf (x) weights each
pixel x proportionally to the expected number of FRBs. This weighting is optimal since
the FRB field is Poisson-noise dominated (Cff

` ≈ 1/n2d
f ).

The difference between a density map and an overdensity map is the second term N̄
in Eq. (3.8), which removes spurious density fluctuations due to the survey geometry. We
compute the N̄ -term differently for different catalogs as follows.

For the three DESI catalogs, we estimate N̄ using “randoms” from the DESI-DR8
release, i.e. simulated catalogs that encode the survey geometry, with no spatial correlations
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between objects. We use random catalogs from the DESI-DR8 data release (source density
n2d
g = 5000 deg−2), and apply the DESI “geometry” cuts from the previous section.

For the other two galaxy surveys (2MPZ and WISE×SCOS), random catalogs are not
readily available, so we represent the survey geometry by an angular HEALPix [42] mask,
and assume uniform galaxy density outside the mask:

N̄g∈x =

{
n2d
g Ωpix if x is unmasked

0 if x is masked
(3.9)

The mask geometries for 2MPZ and WISE×SCOS were described previously in §3.2.2.

Finally, for the CHIME/FRB catalog, computing N̄ deserves some discussion. The
CHIME/FRB number density N̄ is inhomogeneous, peaking near the North celestial pole.
To an excellent approximation, the number density is azimuthally symmetric in equatorial
coordinates, i.e. independent of right ascension (RA) at fixed declination (Dec), because
CHIME is a cylindrical drift-scan telescope oriented North-South [29]. Therefore, we make
random FRB catalogs that represent N̄ by randomizing RAs of the FRBs in the observed
catalog, leaving declinations fixed. When making randoms, we also loop over 1000 copies
of the CHIME/FRB catalog, so that the random catalogs are much larger than the data
catalog (appropriately rescaling N̄ and n2d

f in Eq. 3.8).

In Figure 3.3, we show overdensity maps δY (x) for the CHIME/FRB sources and the
galaxies. These maps are useful as visual checks for systematic effects, before catalogs
are cross-correlated. For example, if the Galactic mask is not conservative enough, the
overdensity map may show visual artifacts with δg < 0, since Galactic extinction will
suppress the observed catalog density N , relative to N̄ . No visual red flags are seen in
either the CHIME/FRB or galaxy maps, even without a Galactic mask for CHIME/FRB.
This is consistent with [50], who found no evidence for Galactic latitude dependence in the
CHIME/FRB number density after correcting for selection effects. As described in §3.2.2,
we do apply a Galactic mask in our pipeline, so even if the FRB catalog does contain
low-level biases in the Galactic plane, they should be mitigated.

3.3.3 Estimating the power spectrum Cfg
`

We estimate Cfg
` in our pipeline by taking spherical transforms of the overdensity maps

δf (x), δg(x), to get spherical harmonic coefficients af`m and ag`m. Then, we estimate the
power spectrum Cfg

` as:

Ĉfg
` =

1

f fgsky

∑̀
m=−`

1

2`+ 1
af∗`ma

g
`m (3.10)
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Figure 3.3: CHIME/FRB overdensity map δf (x), and galaxy overdensity maps δg(x) for
each galaxy survey. Maps are shown in Mollweide projection, centered on l = 180◦ in the
Galactic coordinate system, after applying the angular masks used in the analysis pipeline.
To interpret the color scale, note that by Eq. (3.8), each object in a pixel contributes
1/(n2d

Y Ωpix) to the overdensity δY .
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Figure 3.4: FRB-galaxy cross power spectrum Cfg
` in a set of non-overlapping ` bins delim-

ited by vertical lines, with 1σ error bars. Data points are shifted slightly from the center
of corresponding ` bins for visual clarity. Here, we have used all galaxies in the catalogs;
if we restrict the redshift ranges, then the correlation is more significant (Figures 3.7–3.9).

where f fgsky is the fractional sky area subtended by the intersection of the FRB and galaxy

surveys. The f fgsky prefactor normalizes the power spectrum estimator to have the correct
normalization on the partial sky. Throughout the main analysis, we represent overdensities
as HEALPix maps with 1.′7 resolution (Nside = 2048), and estimate the power spectrum to
a maximum multipole of `max = 2000, corresponding to angular scale θ = π/`max = 5.′4.

We assign error bars to the power spectrum Cfg
` using Monte Carlo techniques, simu-

lating mock FRB catalogs and cross-correlating them with the real galaxy catalogs. We
simulate mock FRB catalogs by keeping FRB declinations the same as in the real catalog,
but randomizing right ascensions. This mimics the logic used to construct random FRB
catalogs in §3.3.2. In fact, the only difference in our pipeline between a “mock” and a
“random” FRB catalog is the number of FRBs: a mock catalog has the same number of
FRBs as the data, whereas a random catalog has a much larger number. Conceptually,
there is another difference between mocks and randoms: mocks should include any spa-
tial clustering signal present in the real data, whereas randoms are unclustered and only
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Figure 3.5: Angular auto power spectrum Cff
` for the CHIME/FRB catalog. Transparent

lines represent 100 mock FRB catalogs that spatially model the real data. Throughout the
analysis, we assume that the power spectrum Cff

` approaches a constant (dashed line) on
small scales (high `). Specifically, Cff

` ≈ 1/n2d
f for 315 ≤ ` ≤ 1396.

represent the survey geometry. For FRBs, spatial clustering is small compared to Poisson
noise (Cff

` ≈ 1/n2d
f , see Figure 3.5), so we can make the approximation that clustering is

negligible.

3.3.4 Statistical significance and look-elsewhere effect

In Figure 3.4, we show the angular power spectrum Cfg
` for a set of non-overlapping `

bins. A weak positive FRB-galaxy correlation is seen at 500 . ` . 1000 in some of the
galaxy surveys. In this subsection, we will address the question of whether this correlation
is statistically significant.

As explained in §3.3.1, we will fit the FRB-galaxy correlation to the template Cfg
` =

αe−`
2/L2

, treating the amplitude α as a free parameter, and varying the template scale L
over the range 315 ≤ L ≤ 1396. Let us temporarily assume that L is known in advance.
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In this case, an optimal estimator for α is:

α̂L =
1

NL

∑
`≥`min

(2`+ 1)
e−`

2/L2

Cgg
`

Ĉfg
` , (3.11)

where Ĉfg
` was defined in Eq. (3.10), and the normalization NL is defined by:

NL =
∑
`≥`min

(2`+ 1)
e−2`2/L2

Cgg
`

. (3.12)

We have included a cutoff at `min = 50 to mitigate possible large-scale systematics. This
is a conservative choice, since Figure 3.5 does not show evidence for systematic power in
the auto power spectrum Cff

` for ` & 15. Eq. (3.11) is derived by noting that:

Var(Ĉfg
` ) ∝ Cff

` Cgg
` + (Cfg

` )2

2`+ 1

∝ Cgg
`

2`+ 1
, (3.13)

where the first line follows from Wick’s theorem, and the second line follows since (Cfg
` )2 �

Cff
` Cgg

` , and Cff
` is nearly constant in `.

We define the quantity:

SNRL =
α̂L

Var(α̂L)1/2
, (3.14)

which is the statistical significance of the Cfg
` detection in “sigmas”, for a fixed choice of

L. In Figure 3.6, we show the quantity SNRL, as a function of scale L.

We pause for a notational comment: throughout the chapter, ` denotes a multipole (as
in Cfg

` ), and L denotes the template scale defined in Eq (3.7). The value of SNRL (or α̂L)
is obtained by summing Cfg

` over ` . L, as in Eq. (3.11). When Cfg
` is computed as a

function of ` (Figure 3.4), neighboring ` bins are nearly uncorrelated, whereas when SNRL

is computed as a function of L (Figure 3.6), nearby L-values are highly correlated.

In Figure 3.6, it is seen that SNRL can be as large as 2.67, for a certain choice of L
and galaxy survey (namely DESI-BGS at L = 1396). However, it would be incorrect to
interpret this as a 2.67σ detection, since the value of L has been cherry-picked to maximize
the signal.
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Figure 3.6: Quantity SNRL, defined in Eq. (3.14), as a function of template scale L. As
explained in §3.3.4, SNRL is the statistical significance of the FRB-galaxy correlation in
“sigmas”, for a fixed choice of L. The p-values in the legend are bottom-line detection
significances after accounting for the look-elsewhere effect in L. Here, we have used all
galaxies in the catalogs; if we restrict the redshift ranges, then the detection significance
is higher (Figures 3.7–3.9).

To quantify statistical significance in a way which accounts for the choice of L (the
“look-elsewhere effect”), we restrict the search to 315 ≤ L ≤ 1396, and define:

SNRmax = max
315≤L≤1396

SNRL (3.15)

For fixed L, SNRL is approximately Gaussian distributed, and represents statistical signif-
icance in “sigmas”. Since SNRmax is obtained by maximizing over trial L-values, SNRmax

is non-Gaussian, and we assign statistical significance by Monte Carlo inference.

In more detail, we compare the “data” value of SNRmax (e.g. SNRmax = 2.67 for DESI-
BGS) to an ensemble of Monte Carlo simulations, obtained by cross-correlating mock FRB
catalogs with the real galaxy catalog as in §3.3.3. We assign a p-value by computing the
fraction of mocks with SNR(mock)

max ≥ SNR(data)
max . We find p = 0.0166 for DESI-BGS, i.e.
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evidence for a correlation at 98.34% CL after accounting for the look-elsewhere effect in L.
The p-values for the other galaxy surveys are shown in Figure 3.6.

Our interpretation is that this level of evidence is intriguing, but not high enough to
be conclusive. Therefore, we do not interpret the FRB-galaxy correlation in Figures 3.4
and 3.6 as a detection. However, in the next subsection we will restrict the redshift range
of the galaxy catalog (accounting for the look-elsewhere effect in choice of redshift range),
and find a high-significance detection.

3.3.5 Redshift dependence

To illustrate our method for studying redshift dependence, we will use the WISE×SCOS
galaxy catalog as a running example. Suppose we cross-correlate CHIME FRBs with
WISE×SCOS galaxies above some minimum redshift zmin, where zmin is a free parameter
that will be varied. For each zmin, we repeat the analysis of the previous subsection. The
power spectrum Cfg

` (zmin) and quantity SNRL(zmin) (defined in Eq. 3.14) are now functions
of two parameters: zmin and template scale L.

In Figure 3.7, we show the power spectrum Cfg
` (zmin) for the fixed choice of redshift

zmin = 0.3125, and SNRL(zmin) as a function of L and zmin. For specific parameter choices,
we see a large FRB-galaxy correlation, e.g. SNRL(zmin) = 4.88 at L = 543 and zmin =
0.3125. As in the previous subsection, this would imply a 4.88σ cross-correlation for these
cherry-picked values of (L, zmin), but does not account for the look-elsewhere effect in
choosing these values.

To assign statistical significance in a way that accounts for the look-elsewhere effect,
we use the same method as the previous subsection, except that we now scan over two
parameters (L, zmin) rather than one (L). Formally, we define

SNRmax = max
0≤zmin≤0.5

max
315≤L≤1396

SNRL(zmin) (3.16)

analogously to Eq. (3.15) from the previous subsection.

To assign bottom-line statistical significance, we would like to rank the “data” value
SNRmax = 4.88 within a histogram of SNRmax values obtained by cross-correlating mock
FRB catalogs with the galaxy catalog. However, with 104 simulations, we find that none
of the mock catalogs actually exceed SNRmax = 4.88, so we fit the tail of the SNRmax

distribution to an analytic distribution (a truncated Gaussian), and compute the p-value
analytically. For details of the tail-fitting procedure, see Appendix E. We obtain detection
significance p = 2.7 × 10−5 for WISE×SCOS with zmin = 0.3125. This analysis “scans”
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Figure 3.7: FRB-galaxy correlation analysis with two parameters: template scale L (defined
in Eq. 3.7), and the redshift endpoint zmin for WISE×SCOS. Top panel: Angular cross
power spectrum Cfg

` and auto power spectrum Cgg
` , for the fixed choice of redshift endpoint

that maximizes FRB-galaxy correlation. The cross power “fit” is a best-fit template of the
form Cfg

` = αe−`
2/L2

. Bottom panel: Quantity SNRL, defined in Eq. (3.14), as a function
of L and redshift endpoint. As explained in §3.3.4, SNRL is statistical significance of the
FRB-galaxy correlation in “sigmas”, for a fixed choice of L and redshift endpoint. The
p-values in the legend are bottom-line significance after accounting for the look-elsewhere
effect in these choices (see §3.3.5).
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Figure 3.8: Same as Figure 3.7, but for DESI-BGS.
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Figure 3.9: Same as Figure 3.7, but with the redshift endpoint zmax for DESI-LRG.
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over minimum redshift zmin and scale L, and the significance fully accounts for the look-
elsewhere effect in these parameters.

Similarly, we get p = 3.1 × 10−4 for DESI-BGS with zmin = 0.295, scanning over zmin

and L. For DESI-LRG, we use a maximum redshift zmax instead of a minimum redshift
zmin, since DESI-LRG is at higher redshift than WISE×SCOS or DESI-BGS (Figure 3.1).
Scanning over zmax and scale L, we obtain p = 4.1×10−4 with zmax = 0.485 for DESI-LRG.
These results are shown in Figures 3.7–3.9.

Finally, we find borderline evidence p = 0.0421 (L = 1396, zmax = 0.86) for a cross-
correlation between DESI-ELG galaxies (varying zmax) and CHIME FRBs with DM ≥ 500
pc cm−3, where the choice of minimum DM is fixed. To justify this choice of DMmin, note
that since host DMs must be positive, we do not expect a correlation between DESI-ELG
galaxies (zmin = 0.6) and CHIME FRBs with DM < 500 pc cm−3 (allowing for statistical
fluctuations in DMIGM on the order of 40 pc cm−3). We do not find any statistically
significant detection with 2MPZ.

These results are consistent with a simple picture in which the FRB-galaxy correlation
mainly comes from galaxies in redshift range 0.3 . z . 0.5. For WISE×SCOS and DESI-
BGS, the maximum survey redshifts are 0.5 and 0.4 respectively, and we find a strong
detection when we impose a minimum redshift zmin ∼ 0.3. For DESI-LRG, the minimum
survey redshift is 0.3, and we find a strong detection when we impose a maximum redshift
zmax ∼ 0.5. The borderline detection in DESI-ELG and non-detection in 2MPZ are also
consistent with this picture, in the sense that these catalogs do not overlap with the redshift
range 0.3 . z . 0.5.

As a direct way of seeing that the FRB-galaxy correlation is sourced by redshift range
0.3 . z . 0.5, in Figure 3.10 we cross-correlate the FRB catalog with the combined
BGS+LRG catalog (Table 3.1, bottom row) in non-overlapping redshift bins with 0.05 ≤
z ≤ 1. It is seen that the cross-correlation is driven by redshift range 0.3 . z . 0.5. (The
bin at z ∼ 0.75 is nonzero at 2.2σ, which we interpret as borderline statistical significance,
since there are ten bins.)

In Appendix D, we examine the robustness of these results using null tests, and do not
find any evidence for systematic biases.

3.4 Interpretation

So far, we have concentrated on establishing statistical significance of the FRB-galaxy
correlation, in a Monte Carlo simulation pipeline that accounts for look-elsewhere effects.
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Figure 3.10: Redshift dependence of the FRB-galaxy correlation. We divide the BGS+LRG
catalog into non-overlapping redshift bins (dotted lines), and cross-correlate with CHIME
FRBs. The quantity (α̂L)L=1000 on the y-axis is a measure of the level of cross-correlation,
defined in Eq. (3.11).

In this section, we will interpret the FRB-galaxy correlation, and explore implications for
FRBs.

As explained in §3.3.1, the output of our pipeline is a constraint on the coefficient α in
the template fit:

Cfg
` ≈ C

fg(1h)
` ≈ αe−`

2/L2

(3.17)

where the factor e−`
2/L2

is a Gaussian approximation to the high-` suppression due to
FRB/galaxy profiles and the instrumental beam.

At several points in this section, we will want to compare our FRB-galaxy correlation
results to a model for C

fg(1h)
` . To do this, we intepret the low-` limit of the model as a

prediction for the coefficient α above. Formally, we define

α ≡ lim
`→0

C
fg(1h)
` (3.18)

and compare this model prediction for α to the value of (α̂L)L=1000, where the estimator
α̂L was defined in Eq. (3.11). For simplicity we will fix L = 1000, since this gives a
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high-significance detection of the FRB-galaxy correlation in all three galaxy surveys (see
Figures 3.7–3.9).

3.4.1 Link counting

In this subsection, we will interpret the amplitude of the FRB-galaxy correlation Cfg
` in

an intuitive way. First, we fix a galaxy catalog and redshift range. As a definition, we say
that an FRB is linked to a galaxy if they are in the same dark matter halo. For each FRB
f , we define the link count ηf by:

ηf = number of survey galaxies linked to FRB f . (3.19)

Given an FRB catalog, we define the mean link count η:

η =
〈
ηf
〉

(3.20)

where the expectation value 〈·〉 is taken over FRBs in the catalog.

To connect these definitions with our FRB-galaxy correlation results, we note that:

α = lim
`→0

C
fg(1h)
` =

η

n2d
g

(3.21)

where the first equality is Eq. (3.18), and the second equality follows from a short halo
model calculation (§2). That is, the amplitude α of the FRB-galaxy correlation (in the
one-halo regime) is equivalent to a measurement of the mean link count η. This provides
a more intuitive interpretation of the amplitude.

In each row of Table 3.2, we specify a choice of galaxy catalog and redshift range. The
redshift ranges have been chosen to maximize Cfg

` , as in §3.3.4. In the third column, we
give the constraint on α obtained from the estimator α̂L at L = 1000. In the last column,
we have translated this constraint of α to a constraint on η, using Eq. (3.21).

Taken together, the η measurements in Table 3.2 show that the CHIME/FRB catalog
has mean link counts of order unity with galaxies in the range 0.3 . z . 0.5. The precise
value of η depends on the specific galaxy survey considered. Note that different galaxy
surveys will have different values of η, since the number of galaxies per halo (and to some
extent the population of halos which is sampled) will be different.

Since FRBs outside the redshift range of the galaxy catalog do not contribute to η, we
write η = pη̃, where p is the probability that an FRB is in the catalog redshift range, and
η̃ is the mean link count of FRBs which are in the catalog redshift range.
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Survey [zmin, zmax] (αL)L=1000 n2d
g [sr−1] η

WISE×SCOS [0.3125, 0.5] (4.35± 0.97)× 10−6 9.92× 104 0.432± 0.096
DESI-BGS [0.295, 0.4] (2.69± 0.67)× 10−6 7.94× 105 2.13± 0.53
DESI-LRG [0.3, 0.485] (3.94± 0.93)× 10−6 2.83× 105 1.11± 0.26

Table 3.2: Clustering analysis in §3.4.1. The FRB-galaxy clustering statistic αL (Eq. 3.11)
can be translated to a constraint on η, the average number of survey galaxies in the same
dark matter halo as a CHIME/FRB source (see text for details). The statistical error on
η in each row is roughly proportional to n2d

g .

For the galaxy surveys considered here, we expect η̃ to be of order unity, since dark
matter halos rarely contain more than a few catalog galaxies. To justify this statement,
we note that Cgg

` is ∼ 2 times larger than the Poisson noise 1/n2d
g in the one-halo regime

(see Figures 3.7–3.9). By a link counting argument similar to Eq. (3.21), this implies that
〈N2

g 〉 ∼ 2〈Ng〉, where Ng is the number of galaxies in a halo, and the expectation values
are taken over halos.

Since η = pη̃ is of order unity (by Table 3.2), and η̃ is of order unity (by the argument
in the previous paragraph), we conclude that p is of order unity. That is, an order-one
fraction of CHIME FRBs are in the redshift range 0.3 . z . 0.5.

We have phrased this conclusion as a qualitative statement (“order-one fraction”) since
it is difficult to assign a precise upper bound to η̃. More generally, it is difficult to infer
the FRB redshift distribution (dn2d

f /dz) from the FRB-galaxy correlation in the one-halo

regime, since the level of correlation is proportional to η̃(dn2d
f /dz), with no obvious way of

disentangling the two factors. Future CHIME/FRB catalogs should contain enough FRBs
to detect the FRB-galaxy correlation on two-halo scales (` ∼ 100) (§2), which will help
break the degeneracy and measure (dn2d

f /dz) and η̃ separately.

3.4.2 DM dependence

In Figure 3.11, we divide the FRB catalog in extragalactic DM bins, and explore DM
dependence of the FRB-galaxy cross-correlation.

A striking feature in Figure 3.11 is the nonzero correlation in the three highest-DM
bins, corresponding to extragalactic DM ≥ 785 pc cm−3.4 For reference, the last 3 bins

4A technical comment here: for some DM bins in Figure 3.11, the large values of Cfg` lead to link counts
η which are a few times larger than the link counts reported in Table 3.2 for the whole catalog, although
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Figure 3.11: DM dependence of the FRB-galaxy correlation. We divide the CHIME/FRB
catalog into DM bins (delimited by vertical lines) after subtracting the YMW16 estimate
of the Galactic DM, and cross-correlate each DM bin with the galaxy catalogs. The last
DM bin extends to DM = 3020 pc cm−3. For each galaxy survey, we use the same redshift
range (see legend) as in the top panel of Figures 3.7–3.9. The quantity (α̂L)L=1000 on the
y-axis is defined in Eq. (3.11), and measures the level of FRB-galaxy correlation. This
quantity is a per-object statistic that is derived from Cfg

` . Hence, it does not necessarily
follow number density variations in Figure 2.1
.

represent 7%, 6%, and 15% of the CHIME/FRB catalog, respectively. At the redshift of
the galaxy surveys (z ∼ 0.4), the IGM contribution to the DM is DMIGM(z) ∼ 360 pc cm−3.
Therefore, the observed FRB-galaxy correlation at DM ≥ 785 pc cm−3 is evidence for a
subpopulation of FRBs with host DMs of order DMhost ∼ 400 pc cm−3.

This may appear to be in tension with recent direct associations between FRBs and host
galaxies, which have typically been studied only for lower-redshift FRBs. At the time of
this writing, 14 FRBs have been localized to host galaxies,5 all of which have DMhost . 200

statistical errors are large. However, the correlation coefficient between the FRB and galaxy fields is never
larger than one. In all cases, the field-level correlation Cfg` /(Cff` Cgg` )1/2 is of order 0.01 or smaller.

5https://frbhosts.org/#explore
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pc cm−3 [120, 21, 122, 57, 11, 92, 98, 9, 28, 30, 15, 14, 70, 72, 68, 114, 60, 43, 46, 16]. The
rest of this section is devoted to interpreting this result further.

In Figure 3.11, the DM bin at 785 < DM < 916 pc cm−3 is an outlier, suggesting a
narrow feature in the DM dependence of the FRB-galaxy correlation. Given the error bars,
it is difficult to say with statistical significance whether the apparent narrowness is real,
or whether the true DM dependence is slowly varying. A crucial point here is that the
three galaxy catalogs are highly correlated spatially (after restricting to the appropriate
redshift ranges), which implies that the three measurements in Figure 3.11 have highly
correlated statistical errors. Future CHIME/FRB catalogs will have smaller error bars,
and can statistically distinguish a narrow feature from slowly varying DM dependence.

As a check, we remade Figure 3.11 using the NE2001 [34] model for Galactic DM,
instead of the YMW16 model. The effect of this change is small compared to the statistical
errors in Figure 3.11.

We also performed the following visual check. The outlier bin with 785 < DM < 916
pc cm−3 in Figure 3.11 only contains 12 FRBs in the DESI footprint. In Figure 3.12 we
show the DESI-BGS galaxies in the vicinity of each FRB. The large FRB-galaxy correlation
can be seen visually as an excess of galaxies (relative to random catalogs) within 7′ of an
FRB.6 None of the individual FRBs in Figure 3.11 gives a statistically significant cross-
correlation on its own, but the total FRB-galaxy correlation is significant at the 3–4σ level.
(We caution the reader that the galaxy counts in Figure 3.12 do not obey Poisson statistics,
since the galaxies are clustered.) There are no visual red flags in Figure 3.12, such as a
single FRB that gives an implausibly large contribution to the cross-correlation.

Finally, we address the question of whether the high-DM signal in Figure 3.11 is con-
sistent with direct host associations. Consider the following two statements, in the context
of FRB surveys with the CHIME/FRB sensitivity:

1. A random FRB with extragalactic DM ≥ 785 pc cm−3 has an order-one probability
of having redshift z ∼ 0.4 (implying DMhost & 400 pc cm−3).

2. A random FRB at redshift z ∼ 0.4 has an order-one probability of having extragalac-
tic DM ≥ 785 pc cm−3.

The high-DM signal in Figure 3.11 implies statement 1, but not statement 2. We will now
argue that statement 1 is actually consistent with direct associations.

6The scale Θ ≡ 7′ was obtained as Θ =
√

8/L, where L = 1396 is the template scale where the DESI-
BGS cross-correlation peaks in Figures 3.7–3.9. The factor

√
8 was derived by matching the variance

(Θ2/2) of a radius-Θ tophat to the variance (4/L2) of a Gaussian beam e−θ
2L2/4.
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Figure 3.12: Visual representation of the cross-correlation between FRBs with 785 <
DM < 916 pc cm−3, and DESI-BGS galaxies. There are 12 FRBs in this DM range in
the DESI footprint. For each such FRB, we plot the DESI-BGS galaxies in the redshift
range 0.295 < z < 0.4 in the vicinity of the FRB. We color-code galaxies by redshift, but
note that redshift errors are comparable (σz ∼ 0.03) to the redshift range shown. The gray
points are objects in the DESI random catalog, to give a sense for the DESI mask geometry.
The dashed circles are centered at FRBs, with radius Θ = 7′ (see §3.4.2). The value of
Ng in the upper left is the observed number of galaxies in the circle. The value of Nexp

is the expected number of galaxies in the circle, inferred from randoms. The FRB-galaxy
correlation appears as a statistical preference for Ng > Nexp.
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The key point is that there are few direct associations at high DM. Out of the 14
direct associations to date, only one has extragalactic DM ≥ 785 pc cm−3: an FRB with
YMW16-subtracted DM 850 pc cm−3 at z = 0.6 [60]. Based on this one high-DM event,
one cannot rule out statement 1 above (note that statement 2 would clearly be inconsistent
with direct associations).

Therefore, there is no inconsistency between the high-DM FRB-galaxy correlation in
Figure 3.11, and direct FRB host associations to date. The number of direct associations
is rapidly growing, and we predict that FRBs with extragalactic DM ≥ 785 pc cm−3 at
z ∼ 0.4 will be found in direct associations soon (see §3.5 for more discussion).

One final comment: we have presented statistical evidence that statement 1 is true
in CHIME/FRB, but statement 1 depends to some extent on the selection function of
the FRB survey. In particular, future surveys which are sensitive to fainter sources may
detect larger numbers of high-redshift FRBs. In this scenario, it is possible that FRBs
with extragalactic DM ≥ 785 pc cm−3 will mostly come from z ∼ 0.8, as expected from
the Macquart relation.

3.4.3 Host halo DMs

In the previous subsection, we found statistical evidence for a population of FRBs at
z ∼ 0.4 with DM & 400 pc cm−3. In this section we will propose a possible mechanism
for generating such large host DMs. Note that for a Galactic pulsar, a DM of order 400
pc cm−3 would be unsurprising, but pulsar sightlines lie preferentially in the Galactic disk
(boosting the DM), whereas FRBs are observed from a random direction.

Bright galaxies in cosmological surveys are usually found in large dark matter halos
[125]. Therefore, FRBs that correlate with such galaxies may have large host DMs, due to
DM contributions from gas in the host halos. We refer to such a contribution as the host
halo DM DMhh, since the term “halo DM” is often used to refer to the contribution from
the Milky Way halo.

Can host halo DMs plausibly be of order DMhh & 400 pc cm−3? To answer this question,
in Figure 3.13, we show DMhh histograms for simulated FRBs in a halo of mass M =
1014M�. The halo gas profile is the “ICM” model from [93], based on X-ray observations
from [124]7. It is seen that FRBs near the centers (r . 100 kpc) of large (M ∼ 1014M�)
halos can have host halo DMs DMhh & 400 pc cm−3.

7To calculate the host halo DM DMhh =
∫
dr ne(r), we used a slightly modified version of the FRB

software (github.com/FRBs/FRB) by Prochaska et al. We thank the authors for making their software
public.
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Figure 3.13: Host halo DM distributions for FRBs in a halo of mass M = 1014M�. The
host halo DM is determined by two parameters: the distance r between the FRB and halo
center, and viewing angle θ. Each histogram corresponds to one choice of r, with 105 values
of θ. The halo gas profile is the “ICM” model from [93].

Thus, the high-DM signal in Figure 3.11 is plausibly explained by a small subpopulation
of FRBs at redshift 0.3 . z . 0.5 near the centers of large halos. Such a subpopulation
could have DMhost & 400 pc cm−3, and strongly correlate with galaxies, since bright galaxies
are often in high-mass halos.

This mechanism is a proof-of-concept to show that DMhh & 400 pc cm−3 is plausible
in some halo gas models. Other mechanisms may also be possible, such as augmentation
by intervening foreground galaxies [47]. We emphasize that the statistical evidence for a
population of FRBs with DMhost & 400 pc cm−3, presented in previous subsection, does
not depend on the assumption of a particular model or mechanism.

3.4.4 Propagation effects

So far, we have assumed that the observed FRB-galaxy correlation is due to spatial corre-
lations between the FRB and galaxy populations. In this subsection, we will explore the
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alternate hypothesis that host DMs are always small (say DMhost ∼ 70 pc cm−3), and that
propagation effects are responsible for the observed correlation between z ∼ 0.4 galaxies
and high-DM FRBs.

“Propagation effects” is a catch-all term for what happens to radio waves during their
voyage from source and observer due to intervening plasma. For example, dispersion,
scattering, and plasma lensing are all propagation effects. Propagation effects can produce
an apparent correlation between low-redshift galaxies and high-redshift FRBs, even when
the underlying populations are not spatially correlated.

For example, low-redshift galaxies are spatially correlated with free electrons, which
contribute to the DM of background FRBs. The DM contribution can either increase or
decrease the probability of detecting a background FRB, depending on the selection func-
tion of the instrument. This effect can produce an apparent correlation or anti-correlation
between low-z galaxies and high-z FRBs, in the absence of any spatial correlation between
the galaxy and FRB populations.

Here, we will calculate contributions to Cfg
` from propagation effects, using formalism

from §2. We will use a fiducial model in which host DMs are small (DMhost ∼ 70 pc cm−3),
implying negligible spatial correlation between z ∼ 0.4 galaxies and high-DM FRBs. This
is because we are interested in exploring the hypothesis that propagation effects (not large
host DMs) are entirely responsible for the observed DM dependence in Figure 3.11. We
describe the fiducial model in the next few paragraphs.

First, we model the distribution of FRBs in redshift and DM. We assume that the FRB
redshift distribution is:

dn2d
f

dz
∝ z2e−γz (3.22)

and that the host DM distribution is lognormal, and independent of redshift:

p(DMhost) ∝
1

DMhost

exp

(
−(log DMhost − µlog)2

2σ2
log

)
. (3.23)

In Eqs. (3.22), (3.23), we choose parameters:

γ = 6.7 µlog = 4.2 σlog = 5 (3.24)

The total DM is DM = DMIGM(z) + DMhost. These parameters have been chosen so that
the median FRB redshift is 0.4, the median host DM is 67 pc cm−3, and the distribution
of total DMs is similar to the observed DM distribution in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: DM distribution (solid curve) for the fiducial FRB model used to study
propagation effects in §3.4.4, with the CHIME/FRB DM distribution shown for compar-
ison (histogram). In this model, host DMs are small, to explore the hypothesis that the
correlation between z ∼ 0.4 galaxies and high-DM FRBs is due to propagation effects,
rather than large host DMs. The host DM distribution (not shown) is sharply peaked at
DMhost ∼ 70 pc cm−3.
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We will also need a fiducial model for Pge(k), the 3D galaxy-electron power spectrum
at comoving wavenumber k. For reasons that we will explain shortly, we will need to know
the one-halo contribution in the limit k → 0, which is (§2):

lim
k→0

P 1h
ge (k, z) =

〈N ion
e 〉
ne,0

, (3.25)

where 〈N ion
e 〉 is the average (over survey galaxies) number of electrons in the halo containing

a galaxy, and ne,0 is the comoving electron number density. To compute 〈N ion
e 〉, we assume

that survey galaxies are contained in dark matter halos whose mass Mh is lognormal-
distributed, with parameters: 〈

λ
〉

= 13.4 σ
(
λ
)

= 0.35 (3.26)

where λ ≡ log10(Mh/M�). This distribution is a rough fit to the halo mass distribution
shown in Figure 3 of [107] for SDSS-LOWZ, a well-characterized z ∼ 0.3 galaxy survey
similar to the ones considered here. We assume that these large halos have baryon-to-
matter ratio equal to the cosmic average (Ωb/Ωm), with ionization fraction fb = 0.75.

Finally, we model the CHIME/FRB selection function S(DM) in DM. This has been
measured via Monte Carlo analysis of simulated events, and the result is shown in Figure
14 of the CHIME/FRB Catalog 1 paper [29]. Here, we will use the following rough visual
fit:

logS(DM) = 0.1− 0.14

[
log

(
DM

1000

)]2

. (3.27)

The selection function S(DM) is, up to normalization, the probability that a random
FRB with a given DM is detected by CHIME/FRB. As an aside, CHIME/FRB has a
selection bias against detecting high-DM FRBs due to frequency channel smearing, and a
bias against detecting low-DM FRBs due to the details of the high-pass filtering used in
radio frequency interference (RFI) removal. (Scattering biases will be discussed later in
this section.) This combination of biases results in the selection function (Eq. 3.27) with
a local maximum at DM ∼ 1000 pc cm−3.

With the fiducial model in the previous few paragraphs, we now proceed to calculate
contributions to Cfg

` from propagation effects.

The first propagation effect we will consider is “DM-completeness”, described schemat-
ically as follows. Consider a foreground population of galaxies, and a background (i.e.
higher redshift) population of FRBs. The galaxies are spatially correlated with ionized
electrons, which increase DMs of the FRBs, by adding dispersion along the line of sight.
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This can either increase or decrease the apparent number density of FRBs, depending on
whether dS/d(DM) is positive or negative. This combination of effects produces a corre-
lation between number densities of FRBs and galaxies, i.e. a contribution to Cfg

` that can
be positive or negative.

In §2, the contribution to Cfg
` from DM-completeness is calculated:

Cfg
` =

1

n2d
g

∫
dz

H(z)

χ(z)2

dn2d
g

dz
Wf (z)Pge

(
`

χ(z)
, z

)
, (3.28)

where the DM-completeness weight function Wf for DM-bin [DMmin,DMmax] is:

Wf (z) =
ne,0
n2d
f

1 + z

H(z)

∫ ∞
z

dz′

×
∫ DMmax

DMmin

d(DM)
d2n2d

f

dz′ d(DM)

d logS

d(DM)
(3.29)

and χ(z) is comoving distance to redshift z. We convert this expression for Cfg
` to an

expression for our parameter α as follows:

α = lim
`→0

C
fg(1h)
`

=
1

n2d
g

∫
dz

H(z)

χ(z)2

dn2d
g

dz
Wf (z)

〈N ion
e (z)〉
ne,0

, (3.30)

where we have used Eq. (3.18) in the first line, and Eqs. (3.25), (3.28) in the second line.

The second propagation effect we will consider is “DM-shifting”, which arises for an
FRB catalog that has been binned in DM, as in Figure 3.11. Even in the absence of an
instrumental selection function, DM fluctuations along the line of sight can shift FRBs
across DM bin boundaries, either increasing or decreasing the observed number density of
FRBs in a given bin. This effect is distinct from the DM-completeness effect described
above, and also produces a contribution to Cfg

` that can be positive or negative. Using
results from §2, the DM-shifting bias to αL is given by the previous expression (3.30), but
with the following expression for the DM-shifting weight function:

Wf (z) = −ne,0
n2d
f

1 + z

H(z)

∫ ∞
z

dz′

[
d2n2d

f

dz′ d(DM)

]DMmax

DMmin

(3.31)

In Figure 3.15, we show αL-biases from the DM-completeness and DM-shifting propagation
effects in our fiducial model, computed using Eqs. (3.29)–(3.31). For simplicity, we have
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Figure 3.15: Predicted contribution to the FRB-galaxy correlation αL (Eq. 3.11) from
propagation effects, in the fiducial model from §3.4.4. The DM binning is the same as
Figure 3.11. Comparing to the error bars in Figure 3.11, the DM-shifting contribution is
∼ 0.5σ in the second and third DM bins (262 < DM < 393 and 393 < DM < 523 pc cm−3),
and . 0.1σ in the other bins. The DM-completeness contribution is very small.

approximated the precise z-dependence of the redshift-binned galaxy surveys in Figure 3.11
by assuming dn2d

g /dz = const for 0.3 ≤ z ≤ 0.4. (The results are not very sensitive to the
galaxy redshift distribution.)

Comparing to the FRB-galaxy correlation shown previously in Figure 3.11, we see that
the total bias is ∼ 0.5σ in the second DM bin (262 < DM < 393 pc cm−3), and . 0.1σ in
the other bins. These biases are too small, and have the wrong DM dependence, to explain
the FRB-galaxy correlation shown previously in Figure 3.11.

So far, we have only considered propagation effects involving dispersion. The next prop-
agation effect we might want to consider is scattering completeness, described intuitively
as follows. Consider a foreground population of galaxies and a background population
of FRBs. The galaxies are correlated with free electrons, which scatter-broaden FRBs
and change their observed number density. Since scatter-broadening always decreases the
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probability that an FRB is detected, this effect always produces negative Cfg
` .8 Therefore,

scattering completeness cannot be responsible for the observed FRB-galaxy correlation,
which is positive (as expected for clustering).

A final category of propagation effects is strong lensing (either plasma lensing or gravi-
tational lensing) by foreground galaxies. Although strong lenses are rare, they can produce
large magnification, increasing the detection rate of background FRBs by a large factor if
the FRB luminosity function is sufficiently steep. A complete analysis of strong lensing in
CHIME/FRB would be a substantial undertaking, and we defer it to a future paper.

3.5 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter, we find a cross-correlation between CHIME FRBs and galaxies at red-
shifts 0.3 . z . 0.5. The correlation is statistically significant in three galaxy surveys:
WISE×SCOS, DESI-BGS, and DESI-LRG. The statistical significance of the detection in
each survey is p ∼ 2.7 × 10−5, 3.1 × 10−4, and 4.1 × 10−4, respectively. These p-values
account for look-elsewhere effects in both angular scale L and redshift range.

The FRB-galaxy correlation is detected on angular scales (` ∼ 1000) in the one-halo
regime. In this regime, the amplitude of the correlation is proportional to the mean “link
count” η of the FRB population, i.e. mean number of galaxies in the same halo as an FRB.
Cross-correlating CHIME FRBs with 0.3 . z . 0.5 galaxies, we find η of order unity.

This measurement of η cannot be directly translated to the probability p that an FRB
is in the given redshift range. We can write η = pη̃, where η̃ is the mean link count of
FRBs in the redshift range. Formally, we measure (pη̃) but not the individual factors p, η̃.
However, in the bright galaxy surveys considered here, dark matter halos rarely contain
more than a few catalog galaxies. We conclude that η̃ must be of order unity, implying
that p is also of order unity. That is, an order-one fraction of CHIME FRBs are in redshift
range 0.3 . z . 0.5.

We have phrased this conclusion as a qualitative statement (“order-one fraction”),
since it is difficult to assign a quantitative upper bound to η̃. This issue is a limitation
of measuring FRB-galaxy correlations in the one-halo regime, where the FRB redshift
distribution always appears multiplied by a linking factor η̃. Future CHIME/FRB catalogs
should contain enough FRBs to detect the FRB-galaxy correlation on two-halo scales
(` ∼ 100) (§2), which will help break this degeneracy.

8Formally, the selection function for scattering is a decreasing function of scattering width. This can
be seen directly in Figure 15 of [29].
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We find statistical evidence for a population of FRBs with large host DMs, on the
order of DMhost ∼ 400 pc cm−3. More precisely, we detect a nonzero correlation between
FRBs with DM ≥ 785 pc cm−3 (after subtracting the YWM16 estimate of the Milky Way
DM), and galaxies at z ∼ 0.4, where the IGM contribution to the DM is DMIGM(z) ∼ 360
pc cm−3.

This may appear to be in tension with direct host galaxy associations. At the time of
this writing, 14 FRBs have been localized to host galaxies, all of which have DMhost . 200
pc cm−3. However, FRBs with DM ≥ 785 pc cm−3 are presently uncommon, and our
FRB-galaxy correlation result must be interpreted carefully. It implies that an order-one
fraction of high-DM FRBs are at redshift z ∼ 0.4 in CHIME/FRB, but it does not imply
that an order-one fraction of FRBs at redshift z ∼ 0.4 have high DM. These statements
are actually consistent with the direct associations. Since there is presently only one direct
association with YMW16-subtracted DM ≥ 785 pc cm−3, one cannot currently rule out
the possibility that an order-one fraction of high-DM FRBs are at z ∼ 0.4.

The number of direct host associations is rapidly growing, and we predict that direct
associations will soon find high-DM FRBs with z ∼ 0.4. However, we note that most direct
associations to date have been discovered by ASKAP at lower DM (on average) than the
CHIME/FRB sample.

We briefly explore mechanisms for producing host DMs & 400 pc cm−3, and show that
contributions from gas in large halos provide a plausible mechanism. Quantitatively, we
find that for FRBs near the centers (r . 100 kpc) of large (M ∼ 1014M�) halos, the host
halo DM can be & 400 pc cm−3 (Figure 3.13), at least in one widely-used ICM model [93].
FRBs in such halos will strongly correlate with galaxies, since bright survey galaxies are
often found in large halos. We show that line-of-sight propagation effects are unlikely to
be a significant source of bias (§3.4.4).

Future measurements of FRB-galaxy cross-correlations will have higher SNR, and the
results presented here could be extended in several ways. One could bin simultaneously
in galaxy redshift and FRB dispersion measure, to explore the FRB-galaxy correlation
strength as a function of two variables (z,DM). Cross-correlations can constrain the high-z
tail of the FRB redshift distribution, where direct associations are difficult since individual
galaxies are usually faint [39]. Very high-z FRBs, if present, can be used to constrain cosmic
reionization history [128, 20, 65]. Finally, line-of-sight propagation effects will eventually
be detectable in Cfg

` , and will be an interesting probe of the distribution of electrons in
the Universe.

This chapter is based on FRBs from CHIME/FRB Catalog 1, which contains 489 unique
sources, and approximate angular sky positions. Future CHIME/FRB catalogs will include
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more FRB sources, many of which will have improved angular resolution through use of
baseband data [79]. The FRB-galaxy correlation presented here should have much higher
statistical significance in future CHIME/FRB catalogs, and will be exciting to explore.
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Appendix A

Halo model

In this appendix, we describe the model for spatial clustering of FRBs and galaxies used
throughout §2. We use a halo model approach: first we specify the clustering of dark
matter halos, then specify how halos are populated by FRBs and galaxies.

A.1 Dark matter halos

We define σ(R, z) to be the RMS amplitude of the linear density field at redshift z,
smoothed with a tophat filter of comoving radius R:

σ(R, z) =

(∫
d3k

(2π)3
Plin(k, z)W (kR)2

)1/2

(A.1)

where W (x) is the Fourier transform of a unit-radius tophat:

W (x) = 3
sin(x)− x cos(x)

x3
(A.2)

and Plin(k, z) is the matter power spectrum in linear perturbation theory, which we compute
numerically with CAMB [61]. Throughout, we adopt a flat ΛCDM cosmology with h =
0.67, Ωm = 0.315, Ωb = 0.048, As = 2 × 10−9, ns = 0.965,

∑
νmν = 0.06 eV, and

TCMB = 2.726 K.

If M is a halo mass, we define

RM =

(
3M

4πρm

)1/3

(A.3)
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where ρm is the comoving total matter density (dark matter + baryonic). Note that RM

is just the radius of a sphere which encloses mass M in a homogeneous universe. Abusing
notation slightly, we define σ(M, z) to be equal to σ(R, z) evaluated at R = RM .

Let nh(M, z) be the halo mass function, i.e. the number density of halos per comoving
volume per unit halo mass. We use the Sheth-Tormen mass function [112, 101], given by:

nh(M) =
ρm,0
M

d log σ−1

dM
f(σ) (A.4)

f(σ) = A
δc
σ

√
2a

π

(
1 +

(
σ2

aδ2
c

)p)
exp

(
−aδ

2
c

2σ2

)
where σ = σ(M, z) and

a = 0.707 δc = 1.686 p = 0.3 (A.5)

and A = 0.3222 is the normalization which satisfies
∫
d(log σ)f(σ) = 1, which means that

all matter is formally contained in halos of some (possibly very small) mass M .

We assume that halos are linearly biased Poisson tracers of the cosmological linear
density field δlin, i.e. the number of halos in comoving volume V and mass range (M,M +
dM) is a Poisson random variable with mean dM(dn/dM)

∫
V
d3x (1 + bh(M)δlin(x)). Here,

bh(M) is the Sheth-Tormen halo bias:

bh(M) = 1 +
1

δc

d log f

d log σ
(A.6)

Note that σ, nh, and bh are functions of both M and z.

We assume that halos have NFW (Navarro-Frenk-White) density profiles [82]. Recall
that the NFW profile ρ(r) has two parameters: the virial radius rvir where the profile
is truncated, and the scale radius rs which appears in the functional form of the profile.
Sometimes, we reparameterize by replacing one of these parameters by the concentration
c = rvir/rs. The NFW profile u(r) and its Fourier transform ũ(k) are given by:

u(r) =
A

(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
(r ≤ rvir) (A.7)

ũ(k) = 4πAr3
s

(
− sin(κc)

κ(1 + c)

+(cosκ)
[
Ci(κ(1 + c))− Ci(κ)

]
+(sinκ)

[
Si(κ(1 + c))− Si(κ)

])
(A.8)
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where κ = krs, and Si and Ci are the special functions:

Si(x) =

∫ x

0

dt
sin t

t
(A.9)

Ci(x) = −
∫ ∞
x

dt
cos t

t

= γ + log(x) +

∫ x

0

dt
cos t− 1

t
(A.10)

and γ = 0.577216 . . . is Euler’s constant. We choose the normalizing constant A in
Eqs. (A.7), (A.8) to be:

A =
1

4πr3
s

(
log(1 + c)− c

1 + c

)−1

(A.11)

With this value of A, the profile satisfies ũ(0) =
∫ rvir

0
dr (4πr2)u(r) = 1.

To use the NFW profile, we need expressions for the virial radius rvir(M, z) and halo
concentration c(M, z), as functions of halo mass and redshift. For the concentration, we
use the fitting function from [38]:

log10 c(M, z) = α(z) + β(z) log10

(
M

1012 h−1M�

)
α(z) = 0.537 + 0.488 exp

(
− 0.718z1.08

)
β(z) = −0.097 + 0.024z (A.12)

For the virial radius, we reparameterize by defining a virial density:

ρvir =
3M(1 + z)3

4πr3
vir

(A.13)

then use the fitting function for ρvir from [40]:

ρvir(z) = 178 Ωm(z)0.45ρcrit(z)

= 178 Ωm(z)0.45

(
3

8πG
H(z)2

)
(A.14)

The factor (1 + z)3 in Eq. (A.13) arises because ρvir is a physical density, whereas rvir is a
comoving distance.
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A.2 Galaxies

We assume that the number of galaxies in a halo of mass M is a Poisson random variable
whose mean N̄g(M, z) is given by:

N̄g(M, z) =

{
(M/Mg(z)) if M ≥Mg(z)

0 if M < Mg
(A.15)

where Mg(z) is the minimum halo mass needed to host a galaxy.

For each galaxy survey considered in §2, we compute Mg(z) by matching to the redshift
distribution dn2d

g /dz, by numerically solving the equation:

dn2d
g

dz
= Ω

χ(z)2

H(z)

∫ ∞
Mg(z)

dM nh(M)
M

Mg(z)
(A.16)

for Mg(z). (This procedure for reverse-engineering a threshold halo mass Mg(z) from an
observed redshift distribution is sometimes called “abundance matching”.) The redshift
distribution dn2d

g /dz is taken from [111, 17, 2] for SDSS-DR8, 2MPZ, and DESI-ELG
respectively. For each survey, the redshift distribution dn2d

g /dz and threshold halo mass
Mg(z) are shown in Figures 2.1, 2.2.

A.3 FRBs

Similarly, we model the FRB population by starting with a redshift distribution dnf/dz,
which we take to be of the form:

dn2d
f

dz
∝ z2e−αz (A.17)

for 0 ≤ z ≤ zmax, where the parameter α and maximum redshift zmax are given by:

α =

{
3.5 (high-z FRB model)
120 (low-z FRB model)

(A.18)

zmax =

{
5 (high-z FRB model)

0.12 (low-z FRB model)
(A.19)

for our fiducial high-z and low-z FRB models respectively. The FRB redshift distribution
in both models is shown in Figure 2.1.
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We assume that the number of FRBs in a halo of mass M is a Poisson random variable
whose mean N̄f (M) is given by:

N̄f (M, z) =

{
ξ(z) (M/Mf ) if M ≥Mf

0 if M < Mf
(A.20)

where Mf is the threshold halo mass for hosting an FRB, and ξ(z) is an FRB event rate per
threshold halo mass. In the FRB case, we take Mf to be a free parameter, and determine
ξ(z) by abundance-matching to the FRB redshift distribution in Eq. (A.17). In detail, we
take:

Mf = 109 h−1 M� (A.21)

in both our fiducial high-z and low-z FRB models. The prefactor ξ(z) is then determined
by numerically solving the equation:

ξ(z) =
dn2d

f

dz

(
Ω
χ(z)2

H(z)

∫ ∞
Mf

dM nh(M)
M

Mf (z)

)−1

(A.22)

Thus, our FRB redshift distribution and HOD are parameterized by (α, zmax,Mf ), and
the total number of observed FRBs Nf which determines the proportionality constant in
Eq. (A.17).

We model dispersion measures by assuming that the host DM is a lognormal random
variable. That is, the probability distribution is:

p(DMhost) =
1

DMhost

√
2πσ2

log

exp

(
−(log DMhost − µlog)2

2σ2
log

)
(A.23)

where the parameters (µlog, σlog) are given by:

µlog =

{
4 (high-z FRB model)

6.78 (low-z FRB model)
(A.24)

σlog =

{
1 (high-z FRB model)

0.63 (low-z FRB model)
(A.25)

The FRB DM distribution in both models is shown in Figure 2.1.

We assume that FRBs are observed with a Gaussian beam with FWHM θf . In the flat-
sky approximation, statistical errors on FRB location (θx, θy) have the Gaussian probability
distribution.

p(θx, θy) =
4 log 2

πθ2
f

exp

(
−4 log 2

θ2
x + θ2

y

θ2
f

)
(A.26)

By default, we take the FRB angular resolution to be θf = 1 arcminute.
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A.4 Power spectra

Given the model for halos, FRBs and galaxies from the previous sections, we are interested
in angular power spectra of the form CXY

` , where each 2D field X, Y could be either a
galaxy field (denoted g) or an FRB field (denoted f). We are primarily interested in cross
power spectra Cfg

` , but auto spectra (Cff
` , Cgg

` ) also arise when forecasting signal-to-noise
(e.g. Eq. 2.46).

For maximum generality, we assume binned FRB and galaxy fields. That is, the galaxy
field is defined by specifying a redshift bin (zmin, zmax), and keeping only galaxies which
fall in this range. Similarly, the FRB field is defined by keeping only galaxies in DM
bin (DMmin,DMmax), after subtracting the galactic contribution DMgal. Note that the
unbinned galaxy field can be treated as a special case, by taking the redshift bin large
enough to contain all galaxies (and analogously for the FRB field).

Before computing the power spectrum CXY
` , we pause to define some new notation.

For each tracer field X, let N̄X(M, z) denote the mean number of tracers in a halo
of mass M at redshift z. If X is a binned galaxy field, in redshift bin (zmin, zmax), then
N̄X(M, z) is given by:

N̄g(M, z) =

{
M

Mg(z)
if M ≥Mg(z) and z ∈ [zmin, zmax]

0 otherwise.
(A.27)

generalizing Eq. (A.15) for an unbinned galaxy field. If X is a binned FRB field, in DM
bin (DMmin,DMmax), then:

N̄f (M, z) =


ξ(z) M

Mf

∫ DMmax−DMIGM(z)

DMmin−DMIGM(z)
d(DMhost) p(DMhost)

if M ≥Mf

0 if M < Mf

(A.28)

generalizing Eq. (A.20) for an unbinned FRB field. Here, p(DMhost) is the host DM prob-
ability distribution in Eq. (A.23), and DMIGM(z) is the IGM contribution to the DM at
redshift z (Eq. 3.3).

For each tracer field X, let n3d
X (z) be the 3D comoving number density, and let n2d

X be
the 2D angular number density. These densities can be written explicitly as follows:

n3d
X (z) =

∫
dM nh(M)N̄X(M, z) (A.29)

n2d
X =

∫
dz

χ(z)2

H(z)
n3d
X (z) (A.30)
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Next, for a pair of tracer fields (X, Y ), let n2d
XY denote the angular number density of object

pairs (x, y) which are co-located. In our fiducial model, each FRB and galaxy is randomly
placed within its halo, so n2d

XY is zero unless the fields X, Y contain the same objects. That
is, if the galaxy fields in non-overlapping redshift bins are denoted g1, · · · , gM , and the
FRB fields in non-overlapping DM bins are denoted f1, · · · , fN , then:

n2d
fifj

= n2d
fi
δij n2d

gigj
= n2d

gi
δij n2d

figj
= 0 (A.31)

One final definition. For each tracer field X, let uX` (M, z) denote the angular tracer profile
sourced by a halo of mass M at redshift z, normalized to u = 1 at ` = 0. The quantity
uX` (M, z) can be written explicitly as:

ug`(M, z) = ũ(M,k, z)k=`/χ(z) (A.32)

uf` (M, z) = b`ũ(M,k, z)k=`/χ(z) (A.33)

in the galaxy and FRB cases respectively. Here, ũ is the 3D NFW profile in Eq. (A.8), and

b` ≡ exp

(
−

θ2
f`

2

16 log 2

)
(A.34)

is the Fourier-transformed FRB error distribution from Eq. (A.26).

Armed with the notation above, we can calculate the power spectrum CXY
` in a uniform

way which applies to all choices of tracer fields X, Y . The calculation follows a standard
halo model approach, and we present it in streamlined form.

Each tracer field X is derived from catalog of objects at sky locations θX1 , · · · ,θXN . The
2D field X is a sum of delta functions in real space, or a sum of complex exponentials in
Fourier space:

X(θ) =
1

n2d
X

∑
j

δ2(θ − θXj ) (A.35)

X(`) =
1

n2d
X

∑
j

e−i`·θ
X
j (A.36)

and likewise for Y . The power spectrum CXY
` is defined by the equation:

〈X(`)∗ Y (`′)〉 =
1

n2d
X n

2d
Y

〈∑
jk

ei`·θ
X
j −i`′·θYk

〉
= CXY

` (2π)2δ2(`− `′) (A.37)
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The double sum
∑

jk(· · · ) can be split into three terms: a sum over pairs (j, k) of objects
in different halos, a sum over pairs (j, k) of non-colocated objects in the same halo, and a
sum over co-located pairs (j, k). Correspondingly, the power spectrum CXY

` is the sum of
“2-halo”, “1-halo”, and “Poisson” terms:

CXY
` = C

XY (2h)
` + C

XY (1h)
` + C

XY (p)
` (A.38)

which are given explicitly as follows:

C
XY (2h)
` =

1

n2d
X n

2d
Y

∫
dz
χ(z)2

H(z)
n3d
X (z)n3d

Y (z)

×bX(z, `)bY (z, `)Plin(k, z)

C
XY (1h)
` =

1

n2d
X n

2d
Y

∫
dz dM

χ(z)2

H(z)
nh(M, z)

×N̄X(M, z)N̄Y (M, z)uX` (M, z)uY` (M, z)

C
XY (p)
` =

n2d
XY

n2d
X n2d

Y

(A.39)

where in the first line we have defined:

bX(z, `) ≡ 1

n3d
X (z)

∫
dMbh(M, z)nh(M, z)N̄X(M, z)uX` (M, z) (A.40)

On large scales (where u` = 1), the quantity bX(z, `) reduces to the bias parameter bX(z)
defined in §2.3.

Throughout this thesis, we have generally neglected the Poisson term in Cfg
` , which

arises if FRBs are actually located in survey galaxies (in contrast to the 1-halo term,
which arises if FRBs are in the same halos as the survey galaxies). This is equivalent to
our assumption in Eq. (A.31) that n2d

fg = 0. If this assumption is relaxed, then C
fg(p)
` will

be given by:

C
fg(p)
` = b`

n2d
fg

n2d
f n2d

g

(A.41)

where the FRB beam convolution b` has been inserted by hand into the general expression
in Eq. (A.39), since the FRB beam displaces FRBs relative to their host galaxies.

A.5 Free electrons

When modeling propagation effects (§2.5), the 3D galaxy-electron power spectrum Pge(k, z)
appears. This can also be computed in the halo model.
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For simplicity, we will assume the approximation that all electrons are ionized. This is
a fairly accurate approximation: the actual ionization fraction is expected to be ≈ 90%,
with the remaining 10% of electrons in stars, or “self-shielding” HI regions in galaxies.

We will also make the approximation that electrons have the same halo profiles as dark
matter. This is a good approximation on large scales, but may overpredict Pge on small
scales by a factor of a few. This happens because dark matter is pressureless, whereas
electrons have associated gas pressure, which “puffs out” the profile. In §2 our goal is
modeling propagation effects at the order-of-magnitude level, and it suffices to approximate
electron profiles by dark matter profiles. For a more precise treatment, fitting functions
for electron profiles could be used [12].

Under these approximations, Pge is the sum Pge = P 1h
ge + P 2h

ge of one-halo and two-halo
terms, given by:

P 1h
ge (k, z) =

1

ρm,0n3d
g (z)

∫
dM Mnh(M, z)N̄g(M, z)ũ(M,k, z)2

P 2h
ge (k, z) = bg(k, z)be(k, z)Plin(k, z) (A.42)

where:

be(k, z) =
1

ρm,0

∫
dM Mbh(M, z)nh(M, z)ũ(M,k, z)

bg(k, z) =
1

n3d
g (z)

∫
dM bh(M, z)nh(M, z)N̄g(M, z)ũ(M,k, z) (A.43)

Note that be(k, z) → 1 as k → 0. Intuitively, the large-scale bias of free electrons is 1 in
our model because electrons perfectly trace dark matter (δe = δm).
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Appendix B

Accuracy of the Limber
approximation

Throughout the thesis, angular power spectra have been calculated using the Limber ap-
proximation [64, 52, 53]. Let X, Y be 2D fields which are obtained from the 3D density
field δlin(x) by line-of-sight integration:

X(θ) =

∫
dχWX(χ)δlin(χθ)

Y (θ) =

∫
dχWY (χ)δlin(χθ) (B.1)

where WX(χ),WY (χ) are radial weight functions. Then the Limber approximation is:

CXY
` ≈

∫
dχ

χ2
WX(χ)WY (χ)Plin(k, χ)k=`/χ (B.2)

For example, the 2-halo power spectrum C
fg(2h)
` in Eq. (2.13) was calculated by applying

the Limber approximation with weight functions:

WX(z) = bX(z)
dn2d

X

dz
(X ∈ {f, g}) (B.3)
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How accurate is the Limber approximation? For a detailed analysis, including explicit
calculation of subleading terms, see [67]. At back-of-the-envelope level, the Limber ap-
proximation is accurate if

`�
(
d logWX

d logχ

d logWY

d logχ

)1/2

(B.4)

In most of this thesis, the factors (d logW/d logχ) are of order 1, and therefore the
Limber approximation is accurate for ` � 1. There is one exception: when we calcu-
late Cfg

` for a narrow FRB DM slice in our fiducial high-z FRB model (§2.2), we have
(d logW/d logχ) ≈ zf/(∆zf ), where the mean FRB redshift zf can be as large as 3, and
the width (∆zf ) of the FRB redshift distribution can be as small as 0.1. In this case, the
Limber approximation will still be accurate for ` � (3/0.1)1/2 ≈ 6, which is sufficient for
purposes of this thesis.

One more subtle point. We sometimes consider the limit of narrow redshift bins, for
example when computing Fisher matrix forecasts in §2.6. Generally speaking, the Limber
approximation for Cfg

` breaks down when the redshift bin width (∆z) is taken to zero.
However, the Fisher forecast converges as (∆z) → 0: the Fisher matrix with (∆z) = 0 is
nearly equal to the Fisher matrix with (∆z) = 0.1 (or smaller), and the Limber approxi-
mation is still accurate at (∆z) = 0.1. This is partly because the low-` end of harmonic
space contains a small area (see e.g. Figure 2.8). Therefore, the Limber-approximated
narrow-bin Fisher matrix is a good approximation to the exact Fisher matrix.
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Appendix C

Statistical errors on FRB locations

Statistical errors in CHIME/FRB sky locations suppress the FRB-galaxy power spectrum
Cfg
` on small scales (large `). The suppression takes the form Cfg

` → b`C
fg
` , where b` is the

“beam” transfer function. Throughout §3, we have modeled statistical errors as Gaussian,
which leads to a transfer function of the form b` = e−`

2/L2
.

In this appendix, we will study statistical errors in more detail, using toy models of the
CHIME/FRB instrument and the FRB population. Our conclusions are as follows:

• Statistical errors are not strictly Gaussian, but a Gaussian transfer function b` = e−`
2/L2

is a good approximation within the error bars of our Cfg
` measurement.

• Calculating L from first principles is hard, since it depends on both the CHIME/FRB
instrument and the FRB population. A plausible range of L-values is 315 ≤ L ≤
1396.

This justifies the methodology used throughout §3, where a Gaussian transfer function
b` = e−`

2/L2
is used, but L is a free parameter which we fit to the data, varying L over the

range 315 ≤ L ≤ 1396.

C.1 Toy beam model 1: uniform density, center of

nearest beam

CHIME FRBs are detected by searching a 4× 256 regular array of formed beams indepen-
dently in real time. A best-fit sky location is assigned to each detected FRB based on the
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detection SNR (or non-detection) in each beam, using the localization pipeline described
by [25, 29]. For an FRB which is detected in a single beam, the localization pipeline as-
signs sky location equal to the beam center. For a multi-beam detection, the assigned sky
location is roughly a weighted average of the beams where the event was detected.

As a first attempt to model statistical errors in the localization pipeline, suppose that
when an FRB is detected, we assign it to the center of the closest FRB beam. This is a
reasonable model for the single-beam detections as described above.

We neglect wavelength dependence of the beam, and evaluate at central wavelength
λ = 0.5 m. We also neglect FRBs in sidelobes of the primary beam, since these are a
small fraction of the CHIME/FRB Catalog 1. Finally, we assume that FRBs detected
by CHIME/FRB are uniformly distributed over the sky. (This turns out to be a dubious
approximation, as we will show in the next section.) What is b` in this toy model?

Let Θe be the elevation of the detected FRB (with the usual astronomical definition,
i.e. Θe = 0 for an FRB on the horizon, or Θe = π/2 for an FRB at zenith). Let θx, θy
be East-West and North-South sky coordinates in a coordinate system where the center
of the formed beam is at (0, 0). Let S be the set of points closer to (0, 0) than any of the
other beam centers:

S =

[
−θ0

2
,
θ0

2

]
×
[
− θ0

2 sin Θe

,
θ0

2 sin Θe

]
, (C.1)

where θ0 = 23.′4 in CHIME. If the detected FRBs are uniformly distributed on the sky,
then the effective beam is:

b` =

∫
S
d2θ J0(`θ)∫
S
d2θ 1

, (C.2)

where J0(x) is a Bessel function. For the CHIME/FRB catalog, which contains FRBs with
different elevations Θe, we average b` over Θe values in the catalog. It is straightforward to
compute the elevation Θe for each FRB, using values of RA, Dec, and time of observation
taken directly from the catalog. The resulting transfer function b` is shown in Figure C.1,
and agrees well with a Gaussian transfer function b` = e−`

2/L2
with L = 670.

C.2 Toy beam model 2: including selection bias

In the previous section, we neglected a selection bias: an FRB is more likely to be detected
if it is located at the center of the beam (where the instrumental response is largest). To
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e−`
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Figure C.1: CHIME/FRB beam transfer function b` in a toy beam model, without (model
1, §C.1) and with (model 2, §C.2) selection bias included. Since b` is elevation-dependent,
the result is slightly different after averaging over FRBs in the WISE×SCOS (orange) and
DESI-BGS/LRG (blue) sky regions. For values of ` which are resolved by the beam (say
bl & 0.25), the beams are well-approximated by Gaussians b` = e−`

2/L2
(dotted curves).
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account for this selection bias, we define the unnormalized intensity beam:

B(θx, θy) =
sinc2(θxDx/λ) sinc2((θyDy sin Θe)/λ)

sinc2(θxDx/4λ)
, (C.3)

where θx, θy,Θe, λ are defined in §C.1, the CHIME aperture is modeled as a rectangle with
dimensions (Dx, Dy) = (80, 100) meters, and sinc(x) = sin(πx)/(πx).

Assuming a Euclidean FRB fluence distribution N(≥ F ) ∝ F−3/2 (consistent with sta-
tistical analysis of the CHIME/FRB Catalog 1 [29]), the probability of detecting an FRB
at sky location (θx, θy) is ∝ B(θx, θy)

3/2. Therefore, the beam transfer function is:

b` =

∫
S
d2θ B(θ)3/2J0(`θ)∫
S
d2θ B(θ)3/2

(C.4)

averaged over catalog elevations Θe as in the previous section. The resulting transfer
function b` is shown in Figure C.1 and agrees well with a Gaussian transfer function
b` = e−`

2/L2
with L = 900.

C.3 Plausible range of L-values

Comparing the last two sections, we see that the selection bias considered in §C.2 increases
the effective value of L by 34%. This treatment of selection bias is incomplete, and a full
study is outside the scope of this thesis. For example, b` depends on wavelength λ, so there
is a selection bias involving FRB frequency spectra. In addition, we have not attempted to
model multi-beam detections, which will be better localized than single-beam detections.
Given these sources of modeling uncertainty, rather than trying to model the value of L
precisely, we will assign a range of plausible L-values.

To assign a smallest plausible L-value, we make assumptions which lead to the largest
plausible localization errors. We start with the toy beam model b` from §C.2, with
λ = 0.75 m (the longest wavelength in CHIME). We then convolve with a halo profile
(b` → b`u`(M, z)2, where u`(M, z) is a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) density profile [82]),
taking the halo mass M to be large (M = 1014.5 h−1M�) and the redshift to be small
(z = 0.05). These specific values are somewhat arbitrary, but the goal is to establish a
baseline plausible value of Lmin, not model a precise value of L. With the assumptions in
this paragraph, we get Lmin = 315.

Similarly, to assign a largest plausible L-value, we make assumptions which lead to
the smallest plausible localization errors. We use the smallest toy model from §C.2 with
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λ = 0.375 m (the shortest wavelength in CHIME). We assume that 40% of the events
are multi-beam detections, and that multi-beam detections have localization errors which
are smaller by a factor 3. As in the previous section, these specific values are somewhat
arbitrary, but the goal is to establish a baseline plausible value of Lmax, not model a precise
value of L. With the assumptions in this paragraph, we get Lmax = 1396.
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Appendix D

Null tests

As a general check for robustness of our FRB-galaxy correlation Cfg
` , we would like to

check that Cfg
` does not depend on external variables, for example time of day (TOD).

Our methodology for doing this is as follows. We divide the FRB catalog into low-TOD and
high-TOD subcatalogs, cross-correlate each subcatalog with a galaxy sample, and compute
the difference power spectrum:

dĈfg
` ≡ Ĉ

fg (low)
` − Ĉfg (high)

` (D.1)

Recall that for a non-null power spectrum Ĉ`, we compressed the `-dependence into a
scalar summary statistic α̂L by taking a weighted `-average (Eq. 3.11). Analogously, we
compress the difference spectrum dĈfg

` into a summary statistic β̂L, defined by:

β̂L =
∑
`≥`min

(2`+ 1)
e−`

2/L2

Cgg
`

dĈfg
` , (D.2)

where L is an angular scale parameter. Next, by analogy with SNRL (defined previously
in Eq. 3.14), we define:

∆L =
β̂L

Var(β̂L)1/2
(D.3)

The value of ∆L quantifies consistency (in “sigmas”) between Cfg
` for the low-TOD and

high-TOD subcatalogs.

We fix L = 1000, and consider three choices of galaxy catalog: WISE×SCOS with z ≥
0.3125, DESI-BGS with z ≥ 0.295, and DESI-LRG with z ≤ 0.485. These redshift ranges
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are “cherry-picked” to maximize the FRB-galaxy cross-correlation (see Figures 3.7–3.9),
but this cherry-picking should not bias the difference statistic ∆L. With these choices, we
find ∆L = {1.22,−0.21, 1.30} for WISE×SCOS, DESI-BGS, and DESI-LRG respectively.
Therefore, there is no statistical evidence for dependence of Cfg

` on time of day, since a
1.22σ, 0.21σ, or 1.30σ result is not statistically significant.

This test can be generalized by splitting on a variety of external variables (besides
TOD). In Table D.1, we identify 12 such variables, and denote the corresponding ∆L

values (with L = 1000) by ∆i, where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , 12}. We note that these 12 tests
are non-independent, for example SNR is correlated with fluence. We also note that for
many of these tests, detection of a nonzero difference spectrum dĈfg

` does not necessarily
indicate a problem. For example, DM dependence of Cfg

` is expected at some level, since
Cfg
` is redshift-dependent, and DM is correlated with redshift.

There are a few ∼2σ outliers in Table D.1, but a few outliers are unsurprising, so
it is not immediately clear whether the ∆i values in Table D.1 are statistically different
from zero. To answer this question, we reduce the 12-component vector ∆i into a scalar
summary statistic, in a few different ways as follows.

Our first summary statistic is intended to test whether the most anomalous ∆i-value
in each column of Table D.1 is statistically significant. We define:

∆max = max
i
|∆i| (D.4)

We then compare these values of ∆max to an ensemble of mocks. The mocks are constructed
by randomizing the RA of each FRB in the catalog, keeping all other FRB properties (DM,
SNR, etc.) fixed. This preserves any correlations which may be present between FRB
properties. In the special case of the |b| ≥ 17◦ null test, we recompute the value of b after
randomizing RA.
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In Table D.2, we report the p-value for each ∆max, i.e. the fraction of mocks whose
∆max exceeds the “data” value. No statistically significant deviation from ∆max = 0 is
seen.

Our second summary statistic is intended to test whether the 12-component vector ∆i

is consistent with a multivariate Gaussian distribution. We define:

χ2 =
∑
i,i′

∆i Cov (∆i,∆i′)
−1 ∆i′ , (D.5)

where the covariance Cov(∆i,∆i′) is estimated from mock FRB catalogs, constructed as
described above.

As before, to assign statistical significance, we compare the “data” value of χ2 to an
ensemble of mocks, and report the associated p-value in Table D.2. We find borderline
evidence for χ2 6= 0 for DESI-BGS (p = 0.030), but interpret this as inconclusive, since
Table D.2 contains six p-values, so one p-value as small as 0.03 is unsurprising (this happens
with probability ≈0.18).

Finally, we compare the set of 12 ∆i values to a jackknife distribution, obtained by
randomly splitting the FRB catalog in half. We do this comparison using the 2-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS, [44]) and Anderson-Darling (AD, [108]) tests. Figure D.1 com-
pares the two distributions for the three galaxy samples, and the last two columns of
Table D.2 summarize our results. As in the previous paragraph, there is one outlier: the
WISE×SCOS KS p-value is 0.037, which we interpret as inconclusive, since it is one out
of six p-values in the table (as in the previous paragraph).

Summarizing this appendix, we do not find statistically significant evidence that the
FRB-galaxy clustering signal studied in §3 depends on any of the parameters in Table D.1.
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Figure D.1: Histograms of the statistic ∆i for the 12 null tests (filled markers) and 100
jackknives (lines). Using the KS and AD tests, the distributions are found to be consistent
(Appendix D).
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Appendix E

Tail-fitting procedure

In §3.3.5, we assign statistical significance of the FRB-galaxy detection, by defining a
frequentist statistic SNRmax, and ranking the “data” value SNR(data)

max within a histogram of
simulated values SNR(mock)

max . This procedure is conceptually straightforward, but there is
a technical challenge: because SNR(data)

max turns out to be an extreme outlier, a brute-force
approach requires an impractical number of simulations. Therefore, we fit the tail of the
SNR(mock)

max distribution to an analytic distribution, and assign statistical significance (or
p-value) analytically.

Empirically, we find that the top 10% of the SNR(mock)
max distribution agrees well with the

top 10% of a Gaussian distribution, as shown in Figure E.1. The parameters of the Gaussian
distribution were determined as follows. Let p(x|µ, σ) denote a Gaussian distribution with
mean µ and variance σ2:

p(x|µ, σ) =
1

σ
√

2π
e−(x−µ)2/(2σ2) (E.1)

Let Σ+ ⊂ R be the top 10% of the simulated SNR(mock)
max values, and let Σ− be the bottom

90%. Let Σ0 ∈ R be the 90th percentile of the SNR(mock)
max distribution. Then, we choose

parameters (µ, σ) to maximize the likelihood function:

logL(x|µ, σ) =

( ∑
x∈Σ+

log p(x|µ, σ)

)

+
∣∣Σ−∣∣ log

∫ Σ0

−∞
p(x|µ, σ) , (E.2)

where x denotes mock realizations. This likelihood function has been constructed to fit
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Survey Brute-force Analytic
WISE×SCOS 0/10000 2.7× 10−5

DESI-BGS 4/10000 3.1× 10−4

DESI-LRG 5/10000 4.1× 10−4

Table E.1: “Brute-force” and analytic p-values, computed as described in Appendix E.

parameters to the details of the Σ+ values, while putting all Σ− values into a single coarse
bin.

Figure E.1 is a good visual test for goodness-of-fit, but as a more quantitative test,
we compare the upper 10% of the simulated histogram with the Gaussian fit using a KS
test. We find that the two distributions agree to 1σ (and likewise for the other two cases,
DESI-BGS and DESI-LRG).

In Table E.1, we compute statistical significance for each of the three surveys, in two
different ways. The “brute-force” p-value is obtained by counting the number of simulated
SNR(mock)

max values (out of 104 total simulations) that exceed SNR(data)
max . The “analytic” p-

value is obtained by fitting the top 10% of the simulated SNR(mock)
max values to a Gaussian

distribution, as described above, and evaluating the CDF of the distribution at SNR(data)
max .

The brute-force values are either uninformative (for WISE×SCOS), or have large Poisson
uncertainties (for the other two surveys), so we have quoted the analytic p-values as our
“bottom-line” detection significances throughout §3.
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Figure E.1: Gaussian fit to the tail of the SNR(mock)
max distribution from Appendix E. For

the top ∼10% of the samples (i.e. to the right of the dotted line) the agreement between
the fit and the simulations is excellent. This plot is for WISE×SCOS; the other two cases
(DESI-BGS, DESI-LRG) are similar.
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